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2020/21   Phoenix   School   Calendar   

August   2020   September   2020   October   2020  

Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa  

      1   30  31  1  2  3  4  5       1  2  3  
2  3  4  5  6  7  8   6  7  8  9  10  11  12   4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
9  10  11  12  13  14  15   13  14  15  16  17  18  19   11  12  13  14  15  16  17  

16  17  18  19  20  21  22   20  21  22  23  24  25  26   18  19  20  21  22  23  24  
23  24  25  26  27  28  29   27  28  29  30      25  26  27  28  29  30  31  

 

November   2020   December   2020   January   2021  

Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa  
1  2  3  4  5  6  7     1  2  3  4  5        1  2  
8  9  10  11  12  13  14   6  7  8  9  10  11  12   3  4  5  6  7  8  9  

15  16  17  18  19  20  21   13  14  15  16  17  18  19   10  11  12  13  14  15  16  
22  23  24  25  26  27  28   20  21  22  23  24  25  26   17  18  19  20  21  22  23  
29  30        27  28  29  30  31     24  25  26  27  28  29  30  

 

February   2021   March   2021   April   2021  

Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa  
31  1  2  3  4  5  6    1  2  3  4  5  6       1  2  3  
7  8  9  10  11  12  13   7  8  9  10  11  12  13   4  5  6  7  8  9  10  

14  15  16  17  18  19  20   14  15  16  17  18  19  20   11  12  13  14  15  16  17  
21  22  23  24  25  26  27   21  22  23  24  25  26  27   18  19  20  21  22  23  24  
28         28  29  30  31      25  26  27  28  29  30   

 

May   2021   June   2021   July   2021  

Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa   Su  Mo  Tu  We  Th  Fr  Sa  
      1   30  31  1  2  3  4  5       1  2  3  

2  3  4  5  6  7  8   6  7  8  9  10  11  12   4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
9  10  11  12  13  14  15   13  14  15  16  17  18  19   11  12  13  14  15  16  17  

16  17  18  19  20  21  22   20  21  22  23  24  25  26   18  19  20  21  22  23  24  
23  24  25  26  27  28  29   27  28  29  30      25  26  27  28  29  30  31  

 

Holidays   2020/21      Closed   for   Break   
  Sep   7,   2020  Labor   Day  Dec   25,   2020  Christmas   Day    April   2,   2021  Good   Friday    Aug   3   -   7  Feb   8   -   12    July   26   -   30  

  Oct   12,   2020  Thanksgiving   Day  Jan   1,   2021  New   Year’s   Day    May   24,   2021  Victoria   Day    Oct   26   -   30  April   19   -   23   

  Nov   11,   2020  Remembrance   Day  Feb   15,   2021  Family   Day      Dec   21   -   Jan   1  June   28   -   July   9   
 

 Staff   Days   Closed   Events   Camps     Holidays   Board   Meetings  
 

Number   of   Days   Operational   Days   -   209      BlendEd   Instructional   Days   -   182  
 
Open    -    9-4   PM   Monday   to   Friday   for   Schoology,    9-4   PM   Tuesday   to   Friday   for   Onsite,   
Teachers   take   30   mins   for   lunch.   We   do   not   have   recess   which   means   our   teachers   are   available   for  
instruction   6.5   hours   per   day   for   a   total   of   182   days   X   6.5   =   1183   hours   per   year.  
 
Phoenix   Education   Foundation    -   320   19   Street   SE,   Calgary   T2E   6J6,   403-265-7701,  
info@phoenixfoundation.ca  

Month       O       I  Month       O       I  Mont 
h  

O  I  

Aug  15  5  Dec  14  14  April  16  15  

Sep  22  21  Jan  20  20  May  19  18  

Oct   16  15  Feb  14  13  June  20  19  

Nov  20  19  Mar  23  23  July  10  0  
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What’s   New?  
This   year   we   made   a   few   exciting   changes!   The   table   below   outlines   what’s   new.   

Please   remember,   ALL   things   are   subject   to   change   this   year!  

2019-2020  
LAST   YEAR  

2020-2021  
UPCOMING   YEAR  

Reason  

Normal  covid-19  All   events   and   activities   are   subject   to  
change   or   cancellation   due   to   the   current  
pandemic   situation.    So   please   (1)   be  
patient   and   understanding   (2)   follow  
health   protocols   (3)   watch   email   for  
confirmation   that   things   are   going   ahead  
as   planned.    See   NEW:   Changes   for  
2020-2021   school   year   document   page  
75.  

5   themes  4   themes  
- How   things   are   Made  
- Fantastic   Beasts  
- Spain  
- Amazing   Race   Canada  

It   takes   a   great   deal   of   time,   planning  
(and   money)   to   change   over   each   theme  
and   we   are   trying   to   maximize   and  
extend   our   artists’   talents.   
 
Because   so   much   effort   has   already  
gone   into   the   planning,   we   are   utilizing  
two   of   the   themes   that   did   not   get  
covered   in   2019-2020   due   to   the   covid-19  
situation.  

5   weeks   for   each  
theme   

6   weeks   for   each   theme   Previously   we   had   5X5   =   25   weeks   of  
themed   programming.   Now   we   will   offer  
4X6   =   24   weeks   and   make   up   the  
difference   during   camp   weeks.  

Camps  New   Length   and   Time    -   3   weeks   but  
the   first   week   will   be   Foundation  
workshops.   Will   start   at   9:30   AM   and  
run   for   2.5   hours   like   studio   classes.  

Makes   the   start   time   consistent   for  
families.  

Foundation  
Workshop    -  
Friday   for   1.5  
hours  

Tuesday   AND   Thursdays   of   the   first  
week   of   camps   for   2.5   hours   each  
day.  

Now   the   first   week   of   each   camp   break.  
Keeps   it   during   the   regular   days   for  
grades   1-6  

Parties,   feasts  
and   events    -    held  
after   Foundations  
Workshops  

Stand   alone   events   open   to   all  
students.   Mostly   Fridays.   Subject   to  
change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

Made   the   day   very   busy   and   rushed   for  
staff.   Plus,   many   people   thought   the  
events   were   only   for   BlendEd   students.  

 Outdoor   Education   Week   -    A   new  
camp   week   in   June   so   that   we   can   go  
on   lots   of   cool   field   trips   during   good  
weather   -   Ok,   we   can   hope!  

Teachers   need   to   write   your   report   cards  
and   meet   with   you.   This   gives   them   time  
and   lets   us   book   some   cool   stuff!  

Lunch  
Parents  
supervised  

Phoenix   supervising   (fees   applicable)  To   allow   us   to   cohort   and   reduce   student  
and   staff   risk.  
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Thank   you   for   being   a   part   of   Phoenix!  

Phoenix   Foundation,   320   19   Street   SE,   Calgary   AB   T2E   6J6  
Open   M-F   Virtually   and   T-F:   9-4   PM   at   the   Calgary   Campus  

Phone:   403-265-7701    Fax:   403-275-7715  
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……   FROM   THE   BOARD  

 

            Welcome  

       
As   we   have   all   experienced,   2020   roared   in   with  

challenges   that   nobody   could   have   foreseen   or   imagined.   It   has  
been   inspiring   and   uplifting   in   these   incredible   times   to   watch  
people   pull   together   and   work   as   one   to   step   us   through   this  
threat   to   our   health   and   communities.   We   must   remain   positive  
and   do   our   best   to   support   those   around   us   that   are   struggling   to  
settle   into   the   new   reality   that   surrounds   us   today   in   any   way  
that   we   can.  

 

The   team   at   Phoenix   has   been   working   tirelessly   to  
ensure   that   your   child's   education   continued   and   that   this  
foundational   stability,   in   whatever   form   it   may   take,   was   a   rock  
for   you   and   your   family   to   grasp   onto   through   the   past   many  
months.   The   Board   is   exceptionally   proud   of   the   efforts   of   Diana  
and   her   crew   to   show   that   even   in   the   face   of   global   challenges  
her   team   can   succeed   and   deliver   for   our   families.   Beyond  
education,   the   compassion   and   community   service   that   has  
been   demonstrated   is   an   inspiration   to   all   of   us   and   we   hope  
that   you   are   proud   of   being   part   of   the   Phoenix   family   and   all  
that   we   stand   for.  

Barry   Davidson,   Board   Chair  
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WHO   WE   ARE  

The   Phoenix   Education   Foundation    is   a   publicly   accredited   and   funded,   non-profit,   private   Alberta  
school   that   specializes   in   personalized   learning.   To   learn   more   about   how   private   schools   are   funded   and  
accountable   go   to   :    https://phoenixfoundation.ca/2016/12/16/how-private-schools-work/  

We   offer   the   following   five   program   choices:   

1)   Preschool  

2)   Kindergarten  

3)   BlendEd   

4)   Online  

5)   Home   Education   

All  of  our  programs  require  a  significant  commitment  from  parents.  Students  must  have  an  engaged                
adult   who   is   available   daily   to   assist,   support,   transport   and   coordinate   learning   activities   for   the   student.   

Phoenix  is  a  secular  school  and  celebrates  a  variety  of  commercial  holidays!  We  respect  diversity  and                 
parents’  right  to  choice!  Phoenix  is  not  a  designated  special  needs  school  and  as  such  we  cannot                  
accommodate   severe   special   needs   students.  

 

Our   mission   is   to   provide   unique   learning  
opportunities   for   families   so   that   each   young  
person   may   develop   into   a   lifelong   learner   and  
active   responsible   global   citizen.  

 

Each   educational   program   is   customized   to   suit   your   child's  
specific   needs,   learning   styles   and   the   21st   century   environment.  

WE   ARE   OPEN   TO   ALL!  
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EDUCATIONAL   OPTIONS   SUMMARY   GR.   K-6  
 
 

Kindergarten  (K)  –  Open  to  children  who  are  4  years           
and  8  months  old  on  September  1  of  each  year.           
Consists  of  a  minimum  of  475  hours  of  programming          
including  music,  art,  literacy  and  field  trips.  Fieldtrip,         
food  or  cultural  fees  may  be  charged  if  applicable.          
Families  receive  ~$524.00*  towards  transportation.      
This  is  an  onsite  program  and  regular  attendance  is          
required.   

 

BlendEd  (Gr.  1-9) -  Our  “BlendEd”       
program  uses  our  learning  management      
system  (Schoology),  along  with  great  print       
resources,  onsite  small  group  classes,      
field  trips  and  school-based  activities  for       
950-1000  hours  for  Grades  1-9.  This       
hybrid  program  follows  the  Alberta      
Program  of  Studies  (APS)  in  all  subject        
areas.  An  Alberta  certificated  teacher      
called  a  Learning  Coach  develops  the       
instructional   path,   delivers   the   learning   opportunities,   coaches   and   assesses   your   student.  
 
P arents  must  be  highly  engaged  partners  in  this  learning  path  and  it is  truly  a  collaborative                 
effort  between  the  home  and  the  school,  combining  the  strengths  of  parent-student,             
student-teacher  (Learning  Coach),  and  parent-teacher  (Learning  Coach)  interaction.  The          
degree  to  which  parents  are  engaged  in  learning  partnerships  varies  with  the  age  of  the                
student,   the   learning   needs   and   the   grade   level.   
 
This  program  includes  all  the  core  resources,  classes,  field  trips,  activities,  testing,  support  etc.               
needed   for   completion   of   the   basic   instructional   pathway.  

 
Online  (Gr.  1-6)  -  This  program  is  suited  to  students  who  cannot  make  it  into  Phoenix  on  a                   
regular  basis.  Just  like  the  BlendEd  program,  all  the  resources  are  provided,  including              
self-directed  field  trips.  A  Learning  Coach  still  develops  the  instructional  path,  delivers  the              
learning  opportunities,  coaches  and  assesses  your  student.  The  primary  difference  between            
the  two  programs  is  that  all  of  the  programs  are  provided  online  and  instead  of  onsite  classes                  
and   workshops,   students   “see   teachers”   online   weekly   through   conference   sessions.  
 
Home  Education  (Gr.1-9)  –  In  a  Home  Education  program,  the  parent  designs,  implements              
and  evaluates  the  program.  A  Phoenix  teacher  reports  on  the  progress  of  the  program.               
Minimum  2  parent/student/teacher  meetings  each  year.  Portfolio  required.  Resource  funding           
allotment   is   ~$850.00*   Please   see   our   handbook   for   what   kinds   of   items   can   be   reimbursed.  
  

     *   Resource   allotment   depends   on   Alberta   Education   and   is   subject   to   change   
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HOW   STUDIO   CLASSES   WORK  
Phoenix’s  unique “IN-THE-SCENE”  education  concept  makes  learning  come  alive!  Resident  Artist  Jill  Mann  and  her  creative                 
team  carefully  construct huge  scenes  in  our  3000-square-foot  Studio  in  which  students  of  all  ages  can  explore  ideas,  master                    
APS  outcomes  and  make  memories  that  will  last  a  lifetime! All  classes  are  subject  to  change  due  to  covid-19  19                     
restrictions.  

Remember,   onsite   small   group   instruction   is   only   one   part   of   our   BlendEd   model!  

Our   themes   for   this   year   will   be:  

● How   Things   Are   Made  
● Fantastic   Beasts  
● Spain  
● Amazing   Race   Canada  

1. A   session   or   block    is   6   weeks   of   themed   programming   ending   with   a   feast   (thematic   lunch   celebration).   

2. The  day  is  divided  into  2  periods  each  with  a  different  curriculum  focus.  Remember,  all  our  classes  are  thematic  and                     
may   contain   multiple   subject   areas.   

3. Each  lesson  is  based  on  the  Alberta  Program  of  Studies  and  is  2.5  hours.  They  include  a  variety  of  learning  styles                      
and  activities.  For  example,  a  Literacy/LA  class  may  include  reading  background  information,  answering              
comprehension   questions,   playing   a   related   game   and   creating   a   relevant   project   or   craft.   

4. Material  is  presented  at  the  advertised  grade  level  of  the  class.  Please  register  your  child  according  to  their                   
WORKING  grade  level,  not  their  registered  level .  (Ask  your  Coach  for  assistance  if  you  do  not  know  what  their                    
working  grade  level  is.) If  the  class  is  too  hard,  they  will  be  frustrated  and  if  it  is  too  easy,  they  will  be  bored.  Lesson                          
plans   are   posted   after   the   class   on   Schoology.  

WHAT   EACH   SUBJECT   IS   ABOUT!  
We  use  the  Alberta  Program  of  Studies  to  plan  each  and  every  class.  Classes  for  Grades  1-6  are  thematic  and  include  a                       
variety  of  subjects,  presentation  styles  and  materials.  Remember: You  need  to  register  for  everything  your  student                 
participates   in!    Staggered   entry   times   will   apply!   Please   check   your   confirmation   email.  

Literacy   /   Language   Arts   (LA)   .   .   .   
Literacy  is  viewing,  representing,  listening,  speaking,       
reading   and   writing   to   construct   and   create   meaning.   

Social   Studies   (SOC)   .   .   .   
Students  will  build  an  understanding  of  Canada’s        
multicultural,  inclusive  democracy  and  develop  their       
own  active,  responsible  global  citizenship  by       
exploring  other  countries  –  their  food,  culture,  stories         
and   way   of   life.  

Science   (SC)   .   .   .   
Science  is  the  pursuit  to  understand  the  relationships         
within  the  living  and  nonliving  universe.  It  means         
exploring   and   experimenting!  

Numeracy   /   Math   (M)   .   .   .   
Students  will  use  inquiry,  observation  and  math  to         
analyze,  measure  and  predict  outcomes  and       
solutions   to   real   world   problems.  

Wellness   (WELL)   .   .   .   
Wellness  is  about  understanding  the  role  of  physical         
activity,  nutrition  and  personal  care  in  contributing  to         
optimal  health.  This  is  not  a  cooking  class  but  rather  a            
food  exploration  class .  Students  will  be  learning  about         
the  nutrition,  production  and  processing  of  food.  They         
may  do  some  cooking  depending  on  the  topic.  Classes          
include  a  mix  of  gym  time,  kitchen  time  and  classroom           
time.  

Fine   Arts   (FA)   .   .   .   
Fine  Arts  is  a  way  of  giving  expression  to  celebrating  or            
challenging  norms,  traditions  and  values  through  visual        
art,   drama   and   music.  

Holidays   .   .   .   
We   love   to   celebrate   the   various   holidays.   Activities  
often   include   dress-up,   food,   music,   crafts   and   more.  
Participation   requires   registration   and   is   not   mandatory.  
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HOW   CAMPS   WORK  
 
Camps  are  loads  of  fun!  They  are  high  interest  topics  that  engage  learners,  expand  their  skills  sets  and  challenge                    
them   to   try   something   new!   (They   are   also   pieces   of   the   curriculum   not   covered   in   the   themes.)  
 
Research  says  that  kids  learn  better  in  small  groups  where  learning  is  tied  in  with  real  life  and  is  messy!                     
Camps  take  place  in  the  various  small  classrooms  on  the  Phoenix  campus.  This  allows  our  team  of                  
amazing   artists   the   chance   to   take   down   the   studio   and   construct   the   next   new   exciting   theme.  
 
Please  note  camps  start  at  9:30  AM  and  run  for  two  and  half  hours  over  two  weeks.  Registration  for  camps                     
is  essential. All  classes  and  camps  will  have  staggered  entry  time.  Please  check  your  confirmation                
emails  to  see  what  time  and  door  your  student  uses. All  events  are  subject  to  change  due  to                   
covid-19   19   restrictions.  
 
 

CAMP   SCHEDULE   
 

● Fall   Camps   -    Nov   3   -   19,   2020  

○ Nov   3   and   5   -   Foundations   workshops   for   the   BlendEd   Kids  

○ Nov   10-19   -   Camps   (Open   to   all   Phoenix   students)  

● Winter   Camps   -   Jan   19   -   Feb   4,   2021  

○ Jan   19   and   21   -   Foundations   workshops   for   the   BlendEd   Kids  

○ Jan   26-Feb   4   -   Camps   (Open   to   all   Phoenix   students)  

● Spring   Camps   -   March   30   -   April   15,   2021  

○ Mar   30   and   April   1   -   Foundations   workshops   for   the   BlendEd   Kids  

○ April   6-15   -   Camps   (Open   to   all   Phoenix   students)  

 

    OUTDOOR   ED.   WEEKS  
 

This  is  a  special  week  of  programming  dedicated  to  outdoor  activities.  The  camps  will  include  orienteering,                 
survival  skills,  foraging,  and  shelter  building. All  events  are  subject  to  change  due  to  covid-19  19                 
restrictions.  

● Outdoor   Camp   weeks    -   June   7-17,   2021  
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HOW   CELEBRATIONS   WORK  
Celebrations  are  meant  to  enhance  the  day!  They  create  community  and  delight  and  surprise  learners!  Some  of  them  are                    
silly,  some  of  them  solemn  but  all  of  them  are  free!  (Some  fees  may  apply  to  speciality  activities  booked  for  Count  Day.)                       
There  may  also  be  other  FUN  days  booked  throughout  the  year.  Watch  your  email  for  these  surprise  days! All  events  are                      
subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   19   restrictions.  

Date  Day  Time  Event  Description  Fee  YES!  

Aug.   13  TH  12:00   -  
1:30   PM  Chili   Cookoff  

Compete   for   some   spicy  
accolades   by   making   the   best   pot  
of   chili.  

INC  CANCELLED  

Aug.   20  TH  12:00   -  
1:30   PM  

I   Scream   for   
Ice   Cream  

Get   your   cool   on   with   mix   and  
match   ice   cream   flavors   and  
games  

INC  CANCELLED  

Aug.   27  TH  12:00   -  
1:30   PM  Masta   Blasta  

This   is   a   full   on,   rip   roaring,   water  
fight.    Bring   your   favorite   water  
blasting   apparatus   and   a   change   of  
clothes.  

INC  CANCELLED  

Sep.   30  W  9:30   AM    -  
3:30   PM  Count   Day  

Last   Day   to   register   -   photos,  
bouncy   house,   games,   bake   sale  
and   more.   (Some   activities   may  
have    fees   and   require   registration)  

INC   

Nov.   10  TU  12:00   pm   Remembrance  
Day  

Join   us   in   the   gym   for   crafts,  
discussions   and   a   short   ceremony.  INC   

Jan.  
26/27  TU/W  12:00   –  

12:30   PM  
Family   Literacy  

Celebration  
Literacy   is   a   family   affair!   Enjoy  
some   cake   &   a   new   book!  INC   

Feb.  
23-25  

TU/W/ 
TH  

12:00   -  
12:30   PM  Pink   Shirt   Week  

Bullies   Be   Gone!    Rock   your  
pinkest   clothing   and   show   your  
support.  

INC   

March  
16/17  TU/W  12:00   -  

12:30   PM  St.   Patricks  
Dress   leprechaun   chic   and  
celebrate   St   Paddies   with   us.    We  
will   have   green   treats.  

INC   

April  
14/15  W/TH  12:00   -  

12:30   PM  Seedy   Days  
Come   to   the   seedy   side   of   the  
tracks.    Plant   a   seed   and   if   you  
can   get   it   to   grow   we   can   put   them  
into   the   Phoenix   Garden   in   May.  

INC   

May   4  TU  12:00   -  
12:30   PM  

May   the   4th   be  
with   you  

Embrace   your   inner   Jedi   (or   Vader)  
and   dress   to   impress   in   your   best  
Star   Wars   swag.  

 
INC   

May   5  W  12:00-  
12:30   PM  Cinco   de   Mayo  Let’s   celebrate   Mexican   culture  

and   enjoy   a   taco.  INC   

June   25  F  
10:00   AM  

-   12:00  
PM  

Year   End  
Ceremony  

Awards,   acknowledgements  
certificates   and   more.   (Please  
register).   

INC  
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HOW   FEASTS   WORK  
We  have  four  (4)  feasts  a  year.  Feasts  are  our  way  of  celebrating  your  child’s  learning!  The  registration  fee  includes  various                      
theme-related  crafts,  a  delicious  thematic  meal,  activities,  and  a  door  prize.  The  cost  is  $10  per  person  or  $40  for  a  family                       
(Mom,   Dad,   and   all   the   kids!).    All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   19.  

 
● 12:00   PM   –   Crafts  
● 12:20   PM   –   Lunch,   door   prize,   announcements   and   recognition  
● 1:00   PM   –   Theme-related   activities   and   games   in   the   gym  
● 1:30   PM   –   Clean   up   and   head   out!   We’re   tearing   the   theme   down!  

Feast   Menus   (subject   to   change):     Please   note:   Specific   dietary   needs   cannot   be   accommodated.  

● How   It’s   Made    -   Taco   in   a   bag   and   a   build   your   own   ice   cream   sundae   bar  
● Fantastic   Beasts    -   TBA  
● Spain    -   Tapas   and   a   chicken   paella   along   with   a   regional   Spanish   dessert   
● Amazing   Race   Canada    -   Hamburgers,   veggie   sticks,   nanaimo   bars   or   saskatoon   pie.  

FEASTS,   PARTIES   AND   MORE  
Date  Day  Time  Event  Description  Fee  

Oct   23  F  12:00   –   1:30   PM  How   It’s   Made  
Feast  Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   crafts.  $10/person   

or   $40/family  

Dec   18  F    12:00   -   1:30   PM  Christmas   Party  Enjoy   a   tasty   lunch,   crafts   and  
then   a   visit   with   Santa!  

$10.00/child  
$5.00/parent  

Jan   15  F  12:00   –   1:30   PM  Fantastic  
Beast’s   Feast  

Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   crafts.  
 

$10/person   
or   $40/family  

Mar   26  F  12:00   –   1:30   PM  Spain   Feast  Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   crafts.  
 

$10/person   
or   $40/family  

June   4  F  12:00   -   1:30   PM  Amazing   Race  
Feast  

Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   crafts.  
 

$10/person   
or   $40/family  

 

HOW   MUSIC   LESSONS   WORK  
Phoenix  offers  30-minute  music  lessons  onsite  throughout  the  year.  The  cost  is  $24.00  per  lesson  for  members,  $27.50  for                    
non-members.  Students  can  either  register  for  a  half  year  or  a  full  year  program.  (You  are  welcome  to  register  for  one  trial                       
lesson  for  $24.00.)  Register  at  the  front  desk.  Must  supply  their  own  instrument.  Starts  week  of  September  18  and  ends                     
week   of   June   11.   No   classes   on   the   weeks   the   school   is   closed.   Please   see   the   school   calendar.  
 

● Full   year   (34   lessons):   Sept   15   -   June   10   -   $816   members/$935   non-members  
● Half   year   (17   lessons):   Sept   15   -   Jan   26   or   Feb   2   -   June   10   -   $408   members/$467.50  

non-members  
 

Tuesday   Sept   15  
 
9:00   AM   –   2:30   PM  
 

● Piano   
● Beginner   cello,   violin,   viola,  

guitar,   voice,   or   hand  
drumming  Thursday   Sept   17  12:30   PM   –   2:30   PM  
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HOW   CLUBS   FOR   KIDS   WORK  
WHAT  IS  A  CLUB?  Clubs  meet  weekly  over  the  course  of  the  year  and  require  contribution  from                  
you  as  a  parent.  WHO  CAN  START  A  CLUB?  Anyone  can!  See  our  handbook  for  more                 
information.  
 

**   Subject   to   change   due   to   re-entry   requirements.   Please   make   sure  
you   check   with   the   front   desk   or   your   learning   coach.  

 

Session   1  
 

SIGN   LANGUAGE   CLUB  
Sign  Language  Club  is  open  to  students  and  their  parents  in  Grades  K-6  who  would  like  to                  
learn   basic   sign   language   and   get   a   chance   to   practice   once   a   week.    3:00-3:45   PM  

 
● Session   One   runs   for   17   Tuesdays   from   Sept.   22   -   Feb.   2  
● FEE:   $   85.00   per   half   year   session  

 
 

LEGO   MINDSTORMS   CLUB  
Lego  Mindstorms  is  open  to  students  in  Grades  3-6  who  would  like  to  learn  basic                
programming.    3:00   -   3:45   PM  

 
○ Session   One   runs   for   17   Thursdays   from   Sept.   24   -   Feb.   4  
● FEE:   $   85.00   per   half   year   session  

 
 

Session   2  
 

SPORTS   CLUB  
Sports  Club  is  open  to  students  in  Grades  K-6  who  would  like  to  run  around  and  learn                  
some   basic   sports.     3:00   -   3:45   PM  

 
● Session   Two   runs   for   17   Tuesdays   from   Feb.   16   -   June   22  
● FEE:   $85.00   per   half   year   session  
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HOW   FOOD   AND   SUPERVISION  
WORKS  

The  fire  department  requires  us  to  keep  a  list  of  everyone  onsite  at              
all  times.  Kids  who  are  in  classes  are  on  class  lists.  If  you  plan  to  be                 
onsite,   all   members   of   your   party   must   sign   in.   

This  year  due  to  the  pandemic,  no  parents  will  be  allowed  onsite             
unless  they  are  required  by  an  IPP.  All  classes  will  be  full  day  and               
considered  a  cohort.  As  such  we  will  provide  out-of-class          
supervision  for  15  minutes  prior  to  class  and  after  class  for  pick  up              
and  drop-off.  Students  in  elementary  require  lunch  supervision.  The          
fee  for  all  students  is  $30  for  the  6  week  block  of  classes  and  $10  for                 
camps.   

 Improper  student  behavior  will  not  be  tolerated  and  parents  will  be            
called   to   return   immediately   if   necessary   to   pick   up   their   child.  

We  are  not  a  special  needs  school.  If  your  child  requires  additional  assistance  beyond  what                
Phoenix   provides,   you   will   be   asked   to   stay   in   the   class   as   your   child’s   aide.  

Your  child  will  need  indoor  shoes  as  many  of  our  programs  may  include  gym  time.  Make  sure  you                   
send  a  lunch,  water  bottle  and  a  snack.  No  refrigeration  is  available  for  students.  Please  do  not                  
bring  peanut  or  nut  products.  All  items  should  be  clearly  marked  with  your  child’s  name.  There  is                  
no   sharing   of   food.  

Please  note,  we  are  not  an  allergen-free  zone!  If  your  child  has  a  severe  allergy,  you  are                  
required  to  send  their  epi-pen  and  teach  them  to  self  administer.  We  also  ask  that  you                 
remind  and  keep  on  reminding  instructors  of  your  child’s  allergies  as  many  of  our  classes                
include   food   items,   especially   the   Wellness   classes.   

Prompt  pickup  is  required  at  the  end  of  all  programs.  If  you  are  late,  please  call  to  inform  us  so                     
that  your  child  does  not  worry. Please  note:  Babysitting  charges  ($5.00)  will  apply  for  every  15                 
minutes,  or  part  thereof  after  the  stated  program  end  time,  that  you  are  late.  This  will  be  charged                   
to   your   credit   card.  

Breakfast   Program  
Phoenix  offers  a  breakfast  program  all  day  long  for  anyone  who  gets  hungry  at  school.  This                 
program  is  funded  by  donations  from  the  Food  Bank,  Servus  Credit  Union,  Kiwanis  Service  Club                
and   families   like   YOU!   

Good   Food   Box  
Phoenix  is  also  a  Good  Food  Box  depot.  The  Good  Food  Box  (GFB)  is  a  program  under  the                   
Community  Kitchen  Program  of  Calgary  whereby  you  can  purchase  fresh  fruits  and  vegetables  at               
a  very  low  cost.  The  boxes  are  put  together  and  delivered  to  the  school  by  dedicated  volunteers                  
along   with   The   Community   Kitchen.  
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COUNT   DAY    -   SEPTEMBER   30  
   Mandatory   for   all   Kindergarten   and   Grades   1-9   school-directed   students!   

All   activities   subject   to   the   weather!  
 

TIME  ITEM  DESCRIPTION  PRICE  

10:00   AM   –   2   PM  Pictures  

 
Abbyroad   Photography    will   be   here   to   take   your   student  
pictures.   Family   portrait   available.   No   sitting   fee.   Packages  
vary   in   price.   * Book   sitting   times   at   the   front   desk*  
 

FREE  

9:30   AM   –   1   PM  Bake   Sale   Got   delicious   baked   goods   to   sell?   Tables   are   $5.00.   Set   up  
is   at   9:00   AM.   Free   for   buyers   to   look   around!  

$5.00  
for  

seller  

9:30   AM   –   1   PM  Sale   Tables  Got   used   books   and   resources   to   sell?   Tables   are   $5.00.   Set  
up   is   at   9:00   AM.   Free   for   buyers   to   look   around!  

$5.00  
for  

seller  

9:30   AM   -   NOON  Bouncy   House  Jump   off   some   of   that   energy!   Ages   12   and   under.   You   will  
get   a   ticket   when   you   pay   and   a   stamp   when   you   enter.  $2.00  

9:40   AM  Scavenger   Hunt  Grab   a   list   and   start   hunting.   Prizes   for   completed   lists!  FREE  

10:00   AM  Mad   Science  
 
Mad   Science   -   Gr.   1-4  
 

$10.00  

10:30   AM  Outdoor   Game  Various   outside   games   and   activities.  FREE  

11:15   AM  Mad   Science  
 
Mad   Science   -   Gr.   3-6  
 

$10.00  

NOON  Hotdog   Lunch  Get   them   while   they   last   –   Hotdog,   pop   and   chip   included!  $5.00  

12:30   PM  Karate   Demo  Watch   students   from   the   EXPERIENCE   Martial   Arts   group  
perform   their   moves!  FREE  

1:00   -   3   PM  Activities  Balloon   Animals,   Craft   Table,   Apples   to   Apples   ,   Twister,  
Other  FREE  

1:00   PM  Floor   Hockey  

 
Grades   7-12   -   This   one   is   just   for   you.   Come   and   play   a  
warm   up   game!  
 

$2.00  

We  all  make  mistakes!  You  have  48  hours  from  the  time  you  register  to  change  or  cancel  this  registration.  After                     
that  time,  there  are  no  refunds  for  classes  or  events  unless  cancelled  by  Phoenix  but  for  $25.00  you  can  make  a                    
change!  So,  please  read  our  full  cancellation  policy  before  registering.  If  your  child  has  particular  needs,  you  ar                 
their  aide  so  be  prepared  to  stay  to  help!  Also  Phoenix  is  NOT  an  allergen-free  zone.  If  your  child  has  severe                    
allergies,  you  are  required  to  stay  on-site.  And  finally:  registration  in  classes  or  events  grants  Phoenix  permission                
to  use  photos  or  video  taken  by  staff  during  the  event  for  marketing  purposes.  Good  thing  you  read  the  fine  print                    
;-)  
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WELCOME   TO  

How   It’s   Made  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*  The  fee  for  classes  is  $180  per  block  of  6  classes  for  non-members  or  $150  for  Phoenix  students.  You                                        
have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  this  booking.  A�er  that,  there                                      
are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch  classes  or  cancel  but  a  $25.00  fee  will                                      
apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use  photos  from  the  event  on  the  school                                
website,   Facebook   site   &   in   print   materials.   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone!  
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Theme   1:   HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1  Grade   2-3  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -  
NOON  

LA   /   SOCIAL   
BLOCK  

FINE   ARTS   
BLOCK  

SCIENCE   /   MATH   
BLOCK   

WELLNESS   
BLOCK  

 How   a   Farm   is   Made  How   Jewelry   is   Made  How   Bridges   are   Made  How   Friends   are   Made  

 How   the   RCMP   was   Made  How   Paper   is   Made  How   Cars   are   Made  How   Pop   is   Made  

 How   Perogies   are   Made  How   Paint   is   Made  How   Prisms   are   Made  How   Toothpaste   is   Made  

 How   a   Community   is   Made  How   Movies   are   Made  How   Pulleys   are   Made  How   Bandages   are   Made  

 How   Books   are   Made  How   Glass   is   Made  How   the   Canadarm   was  
Made  

How   Balls   are   Made  

 How   Maps   are   Made  How   Wire   is   Made  How   Lego   is   Made  How   to   Make   a   Better   World  

 

12:00   -  
12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

WELLNESS   
BLOCK  

LA   /   SOCIAL   
BLOCK  

FINE   ARTS  
  BLOCK  

SCIENCE   /   MATH   
BLOCK  

 How   Friends   are   Made  How   was   Fort   Calgary   Made  How   Jewelry   is   Made  How   Burglar   Alarms   are  
Made  

 How   Pop   is   Made  How   were   Sod   Houses   Made  How   Paper   is   Made  How   Fans   are   Made  

 How   Toothpaste   is   Made  How   Perogies   are   Made  How   Paint   is   Made  How   Stuff   is   Made   from  
Trees  

 How   Bandages   are   Made  How   Cheese   is   Made  How   Movies   are   Made  How   Extreme   Weather   is  
Made  

 How   Balls   are   Made  How   Books   are   Made  How   Glass   is   Made  How   Cake   is   Made  

 How   to   Make   a   Better   World  How   Maps   are   Made  How   Wire   is   Made  How   Lego   is   Made  
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Theme   1:   HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   OVERVIEW  
Thursday  

Date  Grade   1  Grade   2-3  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -  
NOON  

SCIENCE   /   MATH   
BLOCK  

WELLNESS   
BLOCK  

LA   /   SOCIAL   
BLOCK  

FINE   ARTS   
BLOCK  

 How   Shapes   are   Made  How   Friends   are   Made  How   was   Fort   Calgary   Made  How   Jewelry   is   Made  

 How   Playdough   is   Made  How   Pop   is   Made  How   were   Sod   Houses   Made  How   Paper   is   Made  

 How   a   Garden   is   Made  How   Toothpaste   is   Made  How   Perogies   are   Made  How   Paint   is   Made  

 How   the   Seasons   Change  How   Bandages   are   Made  How   Cheese   is   Made  How   Movies   are   Made  

 How   Bird’s   Nests   are   Made  How   Balls   are   Made  How   Books   are   Made  How   Glass   is   Made  

 How   Lego   is   Made  How   to   Make   a   Better   World  How   Maps   are   Made  How   Wire   is   Made  

 

12:00   -  
12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

FINE   ARTS   
BLOCK  

SCIENCE   /   MATH   
BLOCK  

WELLNESS   
BLOCK  

LA   /   SOCIAL   
BLOCK  

 How   Jewelry   is   Made  How   Pyramids,   Cones   and  
Prisms   are   Made  

How   Friends   are   Made  How   Was   Fort   Calgary   Made  

 How   Paper   is   Made  How   Bridges   are   Made  How   Pop   is   Made  How   Sod   Houses   are   Made  

 How   Paint   is   Made  How   Quilts   are   Made  How   Toothpaste   is   Made  How   Cheese   is   Made  

 How   Movies   are   Made  How   Magnets   are   Made  How   Bandages   are   Made  How   is   the   News   Made  

 How   Glass   is   Made  How   Magnetic   Games   and  
Toys   are   Made  

How   Balls   are   Made  How   Maps   are   Made   
(Part   1)  

 How   Wire   is   Made  How   Lego   is   Made  How   to   Make   a   Better   World  How   Maps   are   Made   
(Part   2)  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

 

Time  Titles  Classes   run   from   Sept   15   -   Oct   20,   2020   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

LA/  
Social  

Studies  
 

9:30   am  
to   Noon  

How   a   Farm   is  
Made  

Alberta   is   a   province   with   many   farms.    How   did   we   get   so   many   farms?    Why   are   farms  
important?    What   types   of   farms   are   there   and   what   makes   a   successful   farm?   (Home,   School  
and   Community)  

How   the   RCMP  
was   Made  

Did   you   know   that   Calgary   was   established   by   Policemen?    Let’s   find   out   who   the   RCMP  
were   and   how   they   helped   turn   Calgary   into   the   thriving   city   it   is   today.   (Comm   Helpers)  

How   Perogies  
are   Made  

Perogies   are   extra   delicious   when   everyone   works   together   to   make   them,   so   it’s   no   wonder  
they   are   a   favorite   of   Polish   and   Ukranian   groups   in   Alberta.    Working   together,   in   the   family  
and   in   the   community,   is   an   important   part   of   what   they   believe   and   do.    (Moving   Forward   with  
the   Past)  

How   a  
Community   is  
Made  

Calgary   is   a   dynamic   community   which   grows   and   thrives   thanks   to   contributions   from   people  
of   many   cultures   -   First   Nations,   English,   French,   and   a   steady   flow   of   immigrants   since   the  
days   of   the   fur   trade.    Alberta’s   community   was   formed   as   people   from   all   over   the   world  
began   coming   together.   (Moving   Forward   with   the   Past)  

How   Books   are  
Made  

Did   you   know   that   bound   books   have   only   been   around   for   about   600   years?  
What   were   they   like   before   that?    What   is   a   printing   press   and   how   did   it   change   the   way   we  
read   books?    What   major   changes   have   we   seen   in   the   way   we   consume   printed   material   in  
our   time?    Do   we   still   even   need   printed   books?   (Explore   Thoughts   and   Ideas)  

How   Maps   are  
Made  

What   is   cartography?    How   do   cartographers   make   maps?    How   did   they   make   maps   before  
there   were   planes?    How   do   we   make   them   now?   (Manage   Ideas   &   Information)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   pm  
to   3:00  

pm  

How   Friends  
are   Made  

What   does   it   take   to   be   a   good   friend?    How   can   you   make   friends   when   you   are   really   shy?  
Is   every   friend   a   good   friend?   (Relationship   Choices)  

How   Pop   is  
Made  

How   do   the   bubbles   get   in   the   liquid?    How   are   cans   made?    How   much   sugar   is   in   pop   and  
what   are   the   effects   on   your   health   if   you   drink   too   much?   (Pers   Health   &   Nutrition)  

How   Toothpaste  
is   Made  

How   is   toothpaste   made?    How   does   it   keep   your   teeth   clean,   healthy   and   strong?   How   is   it  
different   from   the   soap   you   use   on   the   rest   of   your   body?    How   do   they   get   it   in   the   tube?  
Seriously!    Have   you   ever   tried   putting   toothpaste   back   into   the   tube?   (Personal   Health)  

How   Bandages  
are   Made  

You   may   have   used   hundreds   of   these   little   things,   but   have   you   ever   thought   about   how   they  
are   made?    What   other   items   can   you   find   in   a   first   aid   kit?    How   are   they   made   and   how   do  
you   use   them?    (safety   and   Responsibility)  

How   Balls   are  
Made  

There   are   foam   balls,   hard   balls,   soccer   balls.    There   are   baseballs,   tennis   balls   and   footballs.  
They   are   all   different.    How   are   they   made   and   why   are   they   all   different?   (PE)  

How   to   Make   a  
Better   World   

You   have   many   talents   to   share   with   the   world.    Even   small   acts   of   kindness   create   a   ripple  
effect   and   improve   lives.    How   can   you   use   your   unique   gifts   to   make   a   better   world?  
(Volunteerism)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

How   Shapes  
are   Made  

Circles,   squares,   cubes   and   cones.    Let’s   explore   how   they   are   the   same   and   how   they   are  
different.    Then   we   will   look   for   examples   of   these   shapes   in   the   real   world.   (Shapes   &   Space)  

How  
Playdough   is  
Made  

Did   you   know   you   can   make   playdough   at   home?    In   this   class   you   will   make   playdough   and  
then   mix   the   colors   to   explore   the   color   wheel.   (Creating   Color)  

How   a   Garden  
is   Made  

A   garden   is   a   complicated   mixture   of   art   and   science.    What   does   it   take   to   grow   a   garden?    Do  
flowers   and   veggies   need   the   same   things   to   grow?    Are   bugs   good   for   the   garden?    (Needs   of  
Plants   and   Animals)  

How   the  
Seasons  
Change  

What   are   the   seasons   in   Alberta?   Are   they   the   same   in   the   rest   of   the   world?   Can   you   describe  
the   seasonal   changes   in   Alberta?    How   do   the   seasons   affect   you?    How   do   they   affect   the  
plants   and   animals   around   us?   (Seasonal   Changes)  

How   Birds  
Nests   are  
Made  

Have   you   ever   seen   a   birds   nest?    How   are   they   made?   Why   do   birds   make   nests?    Do   different  
birds   make   different   nests?   Discover   some   of   the   over   400   birds   that   are   in   Alberta   and   check  
out   their   homes.    (Needs   of   Plants   and   Animals)  

How   Lego   is  
Made  

Lego   pieces   start   as   tiny   granules   of   plastic   before   they   are   melted   down.    Did   you   know   there  
are   life   sized   lego   bricks?    How   are   Lego   bricks   made?    Could   you   build   a   house   with   life   sized  
Lego   bricks?    How   tall   can   you   build   a   Lego   tower?    (Building   Things/   Measurement)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   pm  

to   3:00   pm  

How   Jewelry  
is   Made  

Using   gems   and   precious   metals,   people   have   made   jewelry   for   centuries.    Let's   explore   how  
and   why   jewelry   is   made   and   make   some   to   take   home   and   wear.    (Sculpture)  

How   Paper   is  
Made  

If   you   think   making   paper   is   hard,   think   again!    Handmade   paper   makes   notes   and   cards   extra  
special,   especially   when   you   make   it   with   pressed   leaves   or   flowers.   (Sculpture)  

How   Paint   is  
Made  

What   gives   paint   such   vivid   colors?    What   are   the   differences   between   acrylics,   oils   and  
watercolors?    What   kinds   of   painting   can   be   made   with   each?   (Painting)  

How   Movies  
are   Made  

Movies   are   one   of   the   world’s   favorite   ways   of   telling   stories.    Have   you   ever   daydreamed   about  
what   story   you   would   tell   if   you   ever   made   a   movie   of   your   own?   Well,   it’s   time   to   make   your  
dreams   a   reality,   because   we   are   making   our   very   own   movies   right   here   at   Phoenix.  
(Photography   and   Technographic   Arts)  

How   Glass   is  
Made  

Made   from   sand,   glass   is   versatile   and   colorful.    It   is   used   for   windows,   food   containers   and   art.  
It   can   be   cut,   poured   and   shaped.    Let’s   learn   about   it‘s   discovery,   history,   properties   and   more!  
(Sculpture)  

How   Wire   is  
Made  

When   you   think   of   wire   we   usually   think   of   electronics,   such   as   power   cords.    Did   you   know   wire  
is   used   for   things   like   sculpture,   jewelry,   weaving   and   even   fabrics?  
This   class   will   explore   the   making   of   wire   and   we   will   be   doing   a   wire   project   of   our   own.   

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson  Classes   run   from   Sept   15   -   Oct   20,   2020   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 
 

Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
 
 

9:30   to  
12:00   PM  

How   Jewelry   is  
Made  

Using   gems   and   precious   metals,   people   have   made   jewelry   for   centuries.    Let's   explore   how  
and   why   jewelry   is   made   and   make   some   to   take   home   and   wear.    (Sculpture)  

How   Paper   is  
Made  

If   you   think   making   paper   is   hard,   think   again!    Handmade   paper   makes   notes   and   cards   extra  
special,   especially   when   you   make   it   with   pressed   leaves   or   flowers.   (Sculpture)  

How   Paint   is  
Made  

What   gives   paint   such   vivid   colors?    What   are   the   differences   between   acrylics,   oils   and  
watercolors?    What   kinds   of   painting   can   be   made   with   each?   (Painting)  

How   Movies  
are   Made  

Movies   are   one   of   the   world’s   favorite   ways   of   telling   stories.    Have   you   ever   daydreamed   about  
what   story   you   would   tell   if   you   ever   made   a   movie   of   your   own?   Well,   it’s   time   to   make   your  
dreams   a   reality,   because   we   are   making   our   very   own   movies   right   here   at   Phoenix.  
(Photography   and   Technographic   Arts)  

How   Glass   is  
Made  

Made   from   sand,   glass   is   versatile   and   colorful.    It   is   used   for   windows,   food   containers   and   art.  
It   can   be   cut,   poured   and   shaped.    Let’s   learn   about   it‘s   discovery,   history,   properties   and   more!  
(Sculpture)  

How   Wire   is  
Made  

When   you   think   of   wire   we   usually   think   of   electronics,   such   as   power   cords.    Did   you   know   wire  
is   used   for   things   like   sculpture,   jewelry,   weaving   and   even   fabrics?This   class   will   explore   the  
making   of   wire   and   we   will   be   doing   a   wire   project   of   our   own.   (Depiction)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

How   Fort  
Calgary   was  
Made  

Did   you   know   Calgary   was   established   by   policemen?    Fort   Calgary   was   their   police   station.    It  
was   built   in   a   hurry   and   supposed   to   be   temporary   -   but   it’s   still   there!   (A   Community   in   the   Past)  

How   Sod  
houses   were  
made  

Sod   Houses,   or   ‘soddies’,   are   houses   made   of   dirt   and   grass.    In   the   1890’s   many   people   came  
to   settle   in   Alberta,   but   there   weren’t   many   trees   on   the   prairies.    We   do   have   a   lot   of   dirt   and  
grass,   so   that’s   what   the   settlers   used   to   build   their   homes.    What’s   your   house   made   of?  
(Moving   Forward   with   the   Past)  

How   Perogies  
are   Made  

Perogies   are   extra   delicious   when   everyone   works   together   to   make   them,   so   it’s   no   wonder  
they   are   a   favorite   of   Polish   and   Ukranian   groups   in   Alberta.    Working   together,   in   the   family   and  
in   the   community,   is   an   important   part   of   what   they   believe   and   do.    (Canada’s   Dynamic  
Communities)  

How   Cheese   is  
Made  

Calgary’s   nickname   is   ‘Cowtown’.    We   know   that   milk,   yogurt   and   butter   come   from   cows,   but  
what   about   cheese?    There   are   many   types   of   cheese.    Do   they   all   come   from   cows?    How  
important   is   dairy   to   us   here   on   the   prairies?   (Moving   Forward   with   the   Past/   Canada’s   Dynamic  
Communities)  

How   Books  
are   Made  

Did   you   know   that   bound   books   have   only   been   around   for   about   600   years?  
What   were   they   like   before   that?    What   is   a   printing   press   and   how   did   it   change   the   way   we  
read   books?   What   major   changes   have   we   seen   in   the   way   we   consume   printed   material   in   our  
time?    Do   we   still   even   need   printed   books?   (Explore   Thoughts   and   Ideas)  

How   Maps   are  
Made  

What   is   cartography?    How   do   cartographers   make   maps?    How   did   they   make   maps   before  
there   were   planes?    How   do   we   make   them   now?   (Manage   Ideas   and   Information)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Sept   17-Oct   22,   2020   -   Order   may   vary  
All  events  are  subject  to  change  due  to  covid-19          
restrictions.  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  
 

How   Friends   are   Made  What   does   it   take   to   be   a   good   friend?    How   can   you   make   friends   when   you   are   really  
shy?    Is   every   friend   a   good   friend?   (Relationship   Choices)  

How   Pop   is   Made  How   do   the   bubbles   get   in   the   liquid?    How   are   cans   made?    How   much   sugar   is   in   pop  
and   what   are   the   effects   on   your   health   if   you   drink   too   much?   (Personal   Health   and  
Nutrition)  

How   Toothpaste   is  
Made  

How   is   toothpaste   made?    How   does   it   keep   your   teeth   clean,   healthy   and   strong?   How  
is   it   different   from   the   soap   you   use   on   the   rest   of   your   body?    How   do   they   get   it   in   the  
tube?    Seriously!    Have   you   ever   tried   putting   toothpaste   back   into   the   tube?   (Personal  
Health)  

How   Bandages   are  
Made  

You   may   have   used   hundreds   of   these   little   things,   but   have   you   ever   thought   about  
how   they   are   made?    What   other   items   can   you   find   in   a   first   aid   kit?    How   are   they  
made   and   how   do   you   use   them?    (safety   and   Responsibility)  

How   Balls   are   Made  There   are   foam   balls,   hard   balls,   soccer   balls.    There   are   baseballs,   tennis   balls   and  
footballs.    They   are   all   different.    How   are   they   made   and   why   are   they   all   different?  
(PE)  

How   to   Make   a   Better  
World   

You   have   many   talents   to   share   with   the   world.    Even   small   acts   of   kindness   create   a  
ripple   effect   and   improve   lives.    How   can   you   use   your   unique   gifts   to   make   a   better  
world?    (Volunteerism)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to  

3:00  

How   Pyramids,   Cones  
and   Prisms   are   Made  

Can   you   construct   a   perfect   rectangular   or   triangular   prism?    What   about   a   perfect  
cone?    What   measurements   do   you   have   to   make   before   you   begin?    What   are   some  
examples   of   these   shapes   you   see   everyday?    (Shapes   and   Space)  

How   Bridges   are   Made  Bridges   can   be   magnificent   structures   or   just   basic   planks   to   span   a   gap.    How   are  
bridges   made?    What   can   happen   if   the   environment   is   not   taken   into   account?   See   if  
you   can   build   a   bridge   to   span   two   chairs.    See   how   much   weight   your   bridge   can  
support.    (Building   with   a   Variety   of   Materials/Testing   Materials   and   Design)  

How   Quilts   are   Made  Quilting   is   a   craft   that   combines   art   and   math.    Can   you   use   your   math   skills   to   create   a  
beautiful   quilt   of   your   own?   (Patterns,   geometry)  

How   Magnets   are   Made  What   is   a   magnet?    Can   you   make   something   magnetic?    What   is   an   electromagnet?  
Have   you   heard   of   polarity?    Today   we   will   explore   the   attraction   of   magnets.  
(Magnetism)  

How   Magnetic   games  
and   Toys   are   Made  

Now   that   you   know   all   about   magnets,   it’s   time   to   put   that   knowledge   into   practice.  
Today   we   will   be   making   our   very   own   magnetic   games.   (magnetism)  

How   Lego   is   Made  Lego   pieces   start   as   tiny   granules   of   plastic   before   they   are   melted   down.    Did   you  
know   there   are   life   sized   lego   bricks?    How   are   Lego   bricks   made?    Could   you   build   a  
house   with   life   sized   Lego   bricks?    How   tall   can   you   build   a   Lego   tower?    (Building  
Things/   Measurement)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Sept   15   -   Oct   20,   2020   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 
Science   /  

Math  
 

9:30   am   to  
Noon  

How   Bridges   are  
Made  

Bridges   can   be   magnificent   structures   or   just   basic   planks   to   span   a   gap.    How   are   bridges  
made?    What   can   happen   if   the   environment   is   not   taken   into   account?   See   if   you   can  
build   a   bridge   to   span   two   chairs.    See   how   much   weight   your   bridge   can   support.  
(Building   with   a   Variety   of   Materials/Testing   Materials   and   Design)  

How   Cars   are  
Made  

This   week   you   will   learn   about   wheels   and   axles   and   simple   machines.    Today   you   are  
going   to   build   your   very   own   moving   vehicle   using   all   your   knowledge   and   understanding  
about   how   things   move.    Building   Devices   and   Vehicles   that   Move)  

How   Prisms   are  
Made  

Can   you   construct   a   perfect   rectangular   or   triangular   prism?    What   measurements   do   you  
have   to   make   before   you   begin?    What   are   some   examples   of   these   shapes   you   see  
everyday?    (Shapes   and   Space)  

How   Pulleys   are  
Made  

How   does   a   pulley   work?    What   could   you   use   it   for?    What   are   some   examples   of   pulleys  
you   have   seen?    We   are   making   our   own   pulleys   today.    It’s   a   regular   pully-palooza.  
(Wheels   and   Levers)  

How   the  
Canadarm   was  
made  

Did   you   know   Canada   is   famous   for   an   arm?    Yes,   the   Canadarm   is   a   very   important   part  
of   the   International   Space   Station.    It   was   a   huge   design   challenge   for   the   developers.  
Can   you   build   an   arm   that   can   grab   items   and   transport   them   across   space?    Design   your  
own   Space   Arm.    (Build   Devices)  

How   Lego   is   Made  Lego   pieces   start   as   tiny   granules   of   plastic   before   they   are   melted   down.    Did   you   know  
there   are   life   sized   lego   bricks?    How   are   Lego   bricks   made?    Could   you   build   a   house  
with   life   sized   Lego   bricks?    How   tall   can   you   build   a   Lego   tower?    (Building   Things/  
Measurement)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

How   Jewelry   is  
Made  

Using   gems   and   precious   metals,   people   have   made   jewelry   for   centuries.    Let's   explore  
how   and   why   jewelry   is   made   and   make   some   to   take   home   and   wear.    (Sculpture)  

How   Paper   is  
Made  

If   you   think   making   paper   is   hard,   think   again!    Handmade   paper   makes   notes   and   cards  
extra   special,   especially   when   you   make   it   with   pressed   leaves   or   flowers.   (Sculpture)  

How   Paint   is   Made  What   gives   paint   such   vivid   colors?    What   are   the   differences   between   acrylics,   oils   and  
watercolors?    What   kinds   of   painting   can   be   made   with   each?   (Painting)  

How   Movies   are  
Made  

Movies   are   one   of   the   world’s   favorite   ways   of   telling   stories.    Have   you   ever   daydreamed  
about   what   story   you   would   tell   if   you   ever   made   a   movie   of   your   own?   Well,   it’s   time   to  
make   your   dreams   a   reality,   because   we   are   making   our   very   own   movies   right   here   at  
Phoenix.   (Photography   and   Technographic   Arts)  

How   Glass   is  
Made  

Made   from   sand,   glass   is   versatile   and   colorful.    It   is   used   for   windows,   food   containers  
and   art.    It   can   be   cut,   poured   and   shaped.    Let’s   learn   about   it‘s   discovery,   history,  
properties   and   more!   (Sculpture)  

How   Wire   is   Made  When   you   think   of   wire   we   usually   think   of   electronics,   such   as   power   cords.    Did   you   know  
wire   is   used   for   things   like   sculpture,   jewelry,   weaving   and   even   fabrics?  
This   class   will   explore   the   making   of   wire   and   we   will   be   doing   a   wire   project   of   our   own.   

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson  Classes   run   from   Sept   17-Oct   22,   2020   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

How   was   Fort  
Calgary   made  

Did   you   know   Calgary   was   established   by   policemen?    Fort   Calgary   was   their   police   station.    It  
was   built   in   a   hurry   and   supposed   to   be   temporary   -   but   it’s   still   there!   (A   Community   in   the   Past)  

How   were   Sod  
Houses   Made  

Sod   Houses,   or   ‘soddies’,   are   houses   made   of   dirt   and   grass.    In   the   1890’s   many   people   came  
to   settle   in   Alberta,   but   there   weren’t   many   trees   on   the   prairies.    We   do   have   a   lot   of   dirt   and  
grass,   so   that’s   what   the   settlers   used   to   build   their   homes.    What’s   your   house   made   of?  
(Moving   Forward   with   the   Past)  

How   Perogies  
are   Made  

Perogies   are   extra   delicious   when   everyone   works   together   to   make   them,   so   it’s   no   wonder   they  
are   a   favorite   of   Polish   and   Ukranian   groups   in   Alberta.    Working   together,   in   the   family   and   in   the  
community,   is   an   important   part   of   what   they   believe   and   do.    (Canada’s   Dynamic   Communities)  

How   Cheese  
(Dairy)   is  
Made  

Calgary’s   nickname   is   ‘Cowtown’.    We   know   that   milk,   yogurt   and   butter   come   from   cows,   but  
what   about   cheese?    There   are   many   types   of   cheese.    Do   they   all   come   from   cows?    How  
important   is   dairy   to   us   here   on   the   prairies?   (Moving   Forward   with   the   Past/   Canada’s   Dynamic  
Communities)  

How   Books  
are   Made  

Did   you   know   that   bound   books   have   only   been   around   for   about   600   years?   What   were   they  
like   before   that?    What   is   a   printing   press   and   how   did   it   change   the   way   we   read   books?   What  
major   changes   have   we   seen   in   the   way   we   consume   printed   material   in   our   time?    Do   we   still  
even   need   printed   books?   (Explore   Thoughts   &   Ideas)  

How   Maps   are  
Made  

What   is   cartography?    How   do   cartographers   make   maps?    How   did   they   make   maps   before  
there   were   planes?    How   do   we   make   them   now?   (Manage   Ideas   and   Information)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

How   Friends  
are   Made  

What   does   it   take   to   be   a   good   friend?    How   can   you   make   friends   when   you   are   really   shy?    Is  
every   friend   a   good   friend?   (Relationship   Choices)  

How   Pop   is  
Made  

How   do   the   bubbles   get   in   the   liquid?    How   are   cans   made?    How   much   sugar   is   in   pop   and  
what   are   the   effects   on   your   health   if   you   drink   too   much?   (Personal   Health   &   Nutrition)  

How  
Toothpaste   is  
Made  

How   is   toothpaste   made?    How   does   it   keep   your   teeth   clean,   healthy   and   strong?   How   is   it  
different   from   the   soap   you   use   on   the   rest   of   your   body?    How   do   they   get   it   in   the   tube?  
Seriously!    Have   you   ever   tried   putting   toothpaste   back   into   the   tube?   (Personal   Health)  

How  
Bandages   are  
Made  

You   may   have   used   hundreds   of   these   little   things,   but   have   you   ever   thought   about   how   they   are  
made?    What   other   items   can   you   find   in   a   first   aid   kit?    How   are   they   made   and   how   do   you   use  
them?    (safety   and   Responsibility)  

How   Balls   are  
Made  

There   are   foam   balls,   hard   balls,   soccer   balls.    There   are   baseballs,   tennis   balls   and   footballs.  
They   are   all   different.    How   are   they   made   and   why   are   they   all   different?   (PE)  

How   to   Make   a  
Better   World  

You   have   many   talents   to   share   with   the   world.    Even   small   acts   of   kindness   create   a   ripple   effect  
and   improve   lives.    How   can   you   use   your   unique   gifts   to   make   a   better   world?    (Volunteerism)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Sept   15   -   Oct   20,   2020   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

How   Friends   are  
Made  

What   does   it   take   to   be   a   good   friend?    How   can   you   make   friends   when   you   are   really  
shy?    Is   every   friend   a   good   friend?   (Relationship   Choices)  

How   Pop   is   Made  How   do   the   bubbles   get   in   the   liquid?    How   are   cans   made?    How   much   sugar   is   in   pop  
and   what   are   the   effects   on   your   health   if   you   drink   too   much?   (Personal   Health   and  
Nutrition)  

How   Toothpaste   is  
Made  

How   is   toothpaste   made?    How   does   it   keep   your   teeth   clean,   healthy   and   strong?   How  
is   it   different   from   the   soap   you   use   on   the   rest   of   your   body?    How   do   they   get   it   in   the  
tube?    Seriously!    Have   you   ever   tried   putting   toothpaste   back   into   the   tube?   (Personal  
Health)  

How   Bandages   are  
Made  

You   may   have   used   hundreds   of   these   little   things,   but   have   you   ever   thought   about   how  
they   are   made?    What   other   items   can   you   find   in   a   first   aid   kit?    How   are   they   made   and  
how   do   you   use   them?    (safety   and   Responsibility)  

How   Balls   are   Made  There   are   foam   balls,   hard   balls,   soccer   balls.    There   are   baseballs,   tennis   balls   and  
footballs.    They   are   all   different.    How   are   they   made   and   why   are   they   all   different?   (PE)  

How   to   Make   a  
Better   World  

You   have   many   talents   to   share   with   the   world.    Even   small   acts   of   kindness   create   a  
ripple   effect   and   improve   lives.    How   can   you   use   your   unique   gifts   to   make   a   better  
world?    (Volunteerism)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

How   Burglar   Alarms  
are   Made  

Building   simple   electrical   devices   is   easy   --   you   just   have   to   know   a   few   basics.    If   you’ve  
ever   wanted   to   know   how   to   build   a   burglar   alarm   to   keep   your   sibling   from   borrowing  
your   stuff,   then   today’s   your   day.    (Mechanisms   Using   Electricity)  

How   Fans   are   Made  Did   you   know   one   of   the   largest   electrical   fans   in   the   world   is   27   feet   by   17   feet.  
Following   up   on   last   week's   class,   we   will   use   what   we   have   learned   to   make   a   simple  
fan.    (Mechanisms   Using   Electricity)  

How   Stuff   is   Made  
from   Trees  

So   many   beautiful   and   practical   things   are   made   from   trees,   not   to   mention   life   giving  
(oxygen).    What   are   the   benefits   of   building   with   wood?    Can   we   do   this   in   a   sustainable  
way?(trees   and   forests)  

How   Extreme  
Weather   is   Made  

Winter   is   coming   and   Alberta   has   some   of   the   most   extreme   cold   weather   in   the   world.  
Learn   how   the   weather   is   predicted   and   how   to   chart   temperature,   wind   speed   and  
direction.    (Weather   watch)  

How   Cake   is   Made  Did   you   know   that   baking   is   chemistry?    When   you   mix   baking   soda   in   water   it   forms  
carbolic   acid,   which   then   turns   into   carbon   dioxide.    Why   is   this   important   in   baking?  
Explore   the   chemistry   behind   baking   a   cake.(Classroom   Chemistry)  

How   Lego   is   Made  Lego   pieces   start   as   tiny   granules   of   plastic   before   they   are   melted   down.    Did   you   know  
there   are   life   sized   lego   bricks?    How   are   Lego   bricks   made?    Could   you   build   a   house  
with   life   sized   Lego   bricks?    How   tall   can   you   build   a   Lego   tower?    (Building   Things/  
Measurement)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Sept   17-Oct   22,   2020   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

How   Jewelry   is  
Made  

Using   gems   and   precious   metals,   people   have   made   jewelry   for   centuries.    Let's   explore  
how   and   why   jewelry   is   made   and   make   some   to   take   home   and   wear.    (Sculpture)  

How   Paper   is   Made  If   you   think   making   paper   is   hard,   think   again!    Handmade   paper   makes   notes   and   cards  
extra   special,   especially   when   you   make   it   with   pressed   leaves   or   flowers.   (Sculpture)  

How   Paint   is   Made  What   gives   paint   such   vivid   colors?    What   are   the   differences   between   acrylics,   oils   and  
watercolors?    What   kinds   of   painting   can   be   made   with   each?   (Painting)  

How   Movies   are  
Made  

Movies   are   one   of   the   world’s   favorite   ways   of   telling   stories.    Have   you   ever   daydreamed  
about   what   story   you   would   tell   if   you   ever   made   a   movie   of   your   own?   Well,   it’s   time   to  
make   your   dreams   a   reality,   because   we   are   making   our   very   own   movies   right   here   at  
Phoenix.   (Photography   and   Technographic   Arts)  

How   Glass   is   Made  Made   from   sand,   glass   is   versatile   and   colorful.    It   is   used   for   windows,   food   containers   and  
art.    It   can   be   cut,   poured   and   shaped.    Let’s   learn   about   it‘s   discovery,   history,   properties  
and   more!   (Sculpture)  

How   Wire   is   Made  When   you   think   of   wire   we   usually   think   of   electronics,   such   as   power   cords.    Did   you   know  
wire   is   used   for   things   like   sculpture,   jewelry,   weaving   and   even   fabrics?  
This   class   will   explore   the   making   of   wire   and   we   will   be   doing   a   wire   project   of   our   own.   

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
LA/   Social  

Studies  
 

12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

How   was   Fort  
Calgary   Made  

Did   you   know   Calgary   was   established   by   policemen?    Fort   Calgary   was   their   police  
station.    It   was   built   in   a   hurry   and   supposed   to   be   temporary   -   but   it’s   still   there!   (A  
Community   in   the   Past)  

How   Sod   Houses  
are   Made  

Sod   Houses,   or   ‘soddies’,   are   houses   made   of   dirt   and   grass.    In   the   1890’s   many   people  
came   to   settle   in   Alberta,   but   there   weren’t   many   trees   on   the   prairies.    We   do   have   a   lot   of  
dirt   and   grass,   so   that’s   what   the   settlers   used   to   build   their   homes.    What’s   your   house  
made   of?    (Moving   Forward   with   the   Past)  

How   Cheese  
(Dairy)   is   Made  

Calgary’s   nickname   is   ‘Cowtown’.    We   know   that   milk,   yogurt   and   butter   come   from   cows,  
but   what   about   cheese?    There   are   many   types   of   cheese.    Do   they   all   come   from   cows?  
How   important   is   dairy   to   us   here   on   the   prairies?   (Moving   Forward   with   the   Past/   Canada’s  
Dynamic   Communities)  

How   the   News   is  
Made  

Have   you   been   dreaming   of   becoming   a   big   shot   reporter?    How   is   the   news   made?    What  
is   fake   news?    Can   you   believe   everything   you   read   online?    Write   your   own   classroom  
newspaper   by   finding   stories   and   conducting   interviews   with   your   classmates.  
(Comprehend   Various   kinds   of   Text/   Manage   Ideas   and   Information)  

How   Maps   are  
Made   Pt   1  

What   is   cartography?    How   do   cartographers   make   maps?    How   did   they   make   maps   before  
there   were   planes?    How   do   we   make   them   now?   (Manage   Ideas   and   Information)  

How   Maps   are  
Made   Pt   2  

Following   up   on   last   class,   can   you   make   your   own   map   of   the   school?    Can   you   work   as   a  
group   to   make   a   map   of   Calgary?    What   about   Canada?(Manage   Ideas   and   Information)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   FEAST  
 

 
Join   us   on   Friday  

October   23,   2020   
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

 
Crafts,   feast,    games   and   activities.  

 
Menu:   Tacos   in   a   bag   and   a   build   your   own   ice   cream   sundae   bar  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  

 
Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  

(This   event   is   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   19   restrictions   -   please   watch   your   email.)  
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FOUNDATION   WORKSHOPS  
Join  your  learning  coach  and  all  of  your  classmates  for  a  fun  workshop  focussed  on  literacy  or  numeracy  skills.                    
These  workshops  are  mandatory  for  the  Blended  kids  in  grades  1  through  6.  Please  note  you  must  attend BOTH                    
TUESDAY  and  THURSDAY.  The  camp  on  those  days  is  optional  and  may  be  something  like  gymnastics,  ball                  
sports,   etc.    All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

Foundation   Workshops  

Dates   Nov   3,   2020   /   Jan   19,   2021   /    April   6,   2021  

Day                                            Tuesday   -   Language   Arts  

Grade  Grade   1  Grade   2  Grade   3  SPARE  

9:30  
AM  LA  LA  LA   

12:00  
PM  Lunch  

Grade  Grade   4  Grade   5  Grade   3  Grade   6  

12:30  
PM  LA  LA  LA  LA  

 
 

Dates   Nov   5,   2020   /   Jan   21,   2021   /   April   8,   2021  

Day  Thursday   -   Math  

Grade  Grade   1  Grade   2  Grade   3  SPARE  

9:30  
  AM  Math  Math  Math   

12:00  
PM  Lunch  

Grade  Grade   4  Grade   5  Grade   3  Grade   6  

12:30  
PM  Math  Math  Math  Math  
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FALL   CAMPS  
Camps,  just  like  the  rest  of  our  programming,  may  include  art,  music  and  technology. Please  note  there                   
are  two  camps  starting  at  9  30  AM  and  12:30  PM.  They  run  for  2.5  hours  over  two  weeks  - 2  camps  are                        
included  in  the  BlendEd  program.  Fees  apply  for  any  additional  camps.  You  must  register  for  a  full                   
day.  Start  times  may  vary  due  to  staggered  entry  requirements. All  events  are  subject  to  change  due                  
to   covid-19   restrictions.  
  

FALL   Camps   (2   Weeks)   
$50.00   each   for   Phoenix   students   or   $60.00   for   non-members  

Dates   Nov   10   &   17  Nov   12   &   19  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

 Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

9:30  
AM  

Time   Capsule  
 

We   live   in   interesting  
times.   In   this   camp,   we  

learn   how   to   make   a   time  
capsule,   and   fill   it   with  
messages   and   artifacts  

of   life   in   2020.  
(SCIENCE/LA/SOCIAL)  

Care   and   Repair  
 

What   if   you   spill   juice   on  
your   keyboard,   or   a  
button   pops   off   your  

shirt?   You   rely   on   many  
technologies,   from  

clothes   to   computers.  
Learn   how   to   take   care  
of   your   things,   and   what  
to   do   when   they   break   or  

fail.   (WELLNESS)  

Drum   Circle  
 

Explore   the   power   of  
rhythm   and   the  

possibilities   of   group  
percussion   in   this  

exciting   hands-on   camp.  
Drums   supplied.  

(FINE   ARTS   /   MUSIC)  

Story   of   Stuff  
 

Garbage   is   a   growing  
industry.   What   happens   to  
our   stuff   when   we   throw   it  
into   the   garbage?   Find   out  

how   to   reduce,   recycle  
and   reuse   stuff!   (SC)  

12:00  Lunch   -   fees   apply  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

12:30  
PM  

Tinker   Time  
 

You’re   surrounded   by  
gadgets,   but   do   you  

know   what   they   look   like  
inside?   It’s   tinker   time!  
But   remember   -   taking  

things   apart   is   way  
easier   than   putting   them  

back   together!  
(SCIENCE)  

Time   Capsule  
 

We   live   in   interesting  
times.   In   this   camp,   we  

learn   how   to   make   a   time  
capsule,   and   fill   it   with  
messages   and   artifacts  

of   life   in   2020.  
(SCIENCE/LA/SOCIAL)  

Story   of   Stuff  
 

Garbage   is   a   growing  
industry.   What   happens  

to   our   stuff   when   we  
throw   it   into   the   garbage?  
Find   out   how   to   reduce,  
recycle   and   reuse   stuff!  

(SC)  

Math   Card   Games  
 

This   camp   will   have   you  
counting,   adding,  

subtracting   and   learning  
all   kinds   of   card   games  

that   involve   math!  
Loads   of   fun!  

(MATH)  
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SQUAWKCAST  

 

Join   our   school   founders   Jill   Mann   and   Diana  
Stinn   for   half   an   hour   of   fun,   discussion   and  
various   educational   topics.  
 

● FREE  
● FUNNY  
● FULL   OF   INFORMATION  

www.phoenixfoundation.ca  

 
REMEMBRANCE   DAY  

CEREMONY  
Nov.   10   12:00   -   1:00pm  

FREE  
 

There   will   be   two   minutes   of   silence   at   11:00   AM.   
We   will   be   celebrating   the   peace   we   enjoy   in   Canada.  
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WELCOME   TO  
 

FANTASTIC   BEASTS  
 
 

 

 

 
 

*The  fee  for  classes  is  $180  per  block  of  6  classes  for  non-members  or  $150  for  Phoenix  students.                                    
You  have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  this  booking.  A�er                                    
that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch  classes  but  a  $25.00  fee                                    
will  apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use  photos  from  the  event  on  the  school                                  
website,  Facebook  site  &  in  print  materials.  NOT  an  allergen-free  zone!  At  this  time,  no  parents  are                                  
allowed  onsite. (All  classes  are  subject  to  change  due  to  covid-19  19  restrictions  -  please  watch  your                    
email.)  
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Theme   2:   Fantastic   Beasts-   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1  Grade   2-3  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -  
12:00  

LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   WELLNESS   BLOCK  

 Filming   Locations  Thunderbird   Art  Murtlaps   and   Rodents  Feeding   of   Magical   Beasts  
 

 Dragon   Tales,   Firedrakes  
and   Protego  

Dragon   Scales  Nifflers   and   Platypus   From   Goblins   to   Giants  

 My   Inner   Beast   Glowbugs   and   Light   Art  Mythical   Horses   -   Thestrals  
and   Kelpies  

Moon   Calves   and   Dance  
Moves  

 Beast   Keepers  Erumpents   and   Box  
Costumes  

Gila   Monsters,   Chupacabra-  
Real   or   Not?  

Herd   Mentality  

 Beast   Healers  Occamy   Coil   Pots  Billywigs   and   Bugs  Kowalski’s   Quality   Baked  
Goods  

 Beauty   and   the   Beast  Suitcase   Dioramas  Bowtruckles  Obscurus  

 

12:00   -  
12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  

 Feeding   of   Magical   Beasts  Filming   Locations  Thunderbird   Art  Magical   Beasts   -   Fact   or  
Fiction  

 From   Goblins   to   Giants  Dragon   Tales,   Firedrakes   and  
Protego   

Dragon   Scales  Demiguise   and   Probability  

 Moon   Calves   and   Dance  
Moves  

My   Inner   Beast  Glowbugs   and   Light   Art  Nifflers   and   Platypus  

 Herd   Mentality  Beast   Keepers  Erumpents   and   Box  
Costumes  

Gila   Monsters,   Chupacabra-  
Real   or   Not?   

 Kowalski’s   Quality   Baked  
Goods  

Beast   Healers   Occamy   Coil   Pots  Billywigs   and   Bugs  

 Obscurus   Beauty   and   the   Beast   Suitcase   Dioramas  Bowtruckles   
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Theme   2:   Fantastic   Beasts-   OVERVIEW  
Thursday  

Date  Grade   1  Grade   2-3  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -  
NOON  

SCIENCE   /   MATH   
BLOCK  

WELLNESS   
BLOCK  

LA   /   SOCIAL   
BLOCK  

FINE   ARTS   
BLOCK  

 Murtlaps   and   Rodents  Feeding   of   Magical   Beasts  Filming   Locations   Thunderbird   Art  

 Gila   Monsters,   Chupacabra   -  
Real   or   Not?   

From   Goblins   to   Giants  Dragon   Tales,   Firedrakes   and  
Protego  

Dragon   Scales  

 Nifflers   and   Platypus  Moon   Calves   and   Dance  
Moves  

My   Inner   Beast  Glowbugs   and   Light   Art  

 Billywigs   and   Bugs  Herd   Mentality  Beasts   of   Alberta  Erumpents   and   Box  
Costumes  

 Bowtruckles   Kowalski’s   Quality   Baked  
Goods  

Beast   Healers   Occamy   Coil   Pots  

 Marmite   and   Octopus  Obscurus  Beauty   and   the   Beast  Suitcase   Dioramas  

 

12:00   -  
12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

FINE   ARTS   
BLOCK  

SCIENCE   /   MATH   
BLOCK  

WELLNESS   
BLOCK  

LA   /   SOCIAL   
BLOCK  

 Thunderbird   Art  Murtlaps   and   Rodents  Feeding   of   Magical   Beasts  Filming   Locations  

 Dragon   Scales   Gila   Monsters,   Chupacabra   -  
Real   or   Not?  

From   Goblins   to   Giants   Dragon   Tales,   Firedrakes  
and   Protego  

 Glowbugs   and   Light   Art  Nifflers   and   Platypus  Moon   Calves   and   Dance  
Moves  

My   Inner   Beast  

 Erumpents   and   Box  
Costumes  

Billywigs   and   Bugs  Herd   Mentality  Beasts   of   Canada  

 Occamy   Coil   Pots  Bowtruckles   Kowalski’s   Quality   Baked  
Goods  

Your   Favorite   Beast   Pt.   1.  

 Suitcase   Dioramas  Marmite   and   Octopus   Obscurus  Your   Favorite   Beast   Pt.   2.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

Time  Lesson  
Titles  

Classes   run   from   Nov   24,   2020   -   Jan   12,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  
 

 
 

LA/  
Social  

Studies  
 

9:30   am  
to   Noon  

Filming  
Locations  

Rio,   New   York,   London   and   Paris   are   some   of   the   filming   locations   for   Fantastic   Beasts.    Let’s  
make   postcards   from   around   the   world   and   deliver   them   to   our   friends   and   family.   (Geography)  

Dragon   Tales,  
Firedarkes   and  
Protego  

Due   to   clause   73   in   the   International   Statute   of   Wizarding   Secrecy,   27   species,   including  
Dragons,   were   to   be   hidden   from   Muggles   to   create   the   illusion   that   they   had   never   existed  
outside   of   their   imagination.   Stories   of   dragons   survive   all   over   the   world.    Explore   dragon  
lore   in   this   class.    (Story)  

My   Inner   Beast  We   each   have   an   inner   beast.    What   is   yours?    Are   you   gentle   like   a   manatee   or   ferocious  
like   a   crocodile?   Explore   the   gifts   our   inner   beast   brings   to   each   of   us.    (My   World,   I   Belong)  

Beast   Keepers  The   Department   for   the   Regulation   and   Control   of   Magical   Creature   helps   protect   magical  
creatures.    Who   helps   protect   non-magical   creatures?    (Community   Helpers,   Zoo   Keepers)  

Beast   Healers  Where   do   we   take   our   creatures   when   they   need   help?   How   do   we   take   care   of   our   beasts   at  
home   and   on   the   earth?   (Community   Helpers,   Vets)  

Beauty   and   the  
Beast  

A   glance   through   the   art   and   literature   of   the   Middle   Ages   reveals   that   many   of   the   creatures  
we   now   believe   to   be   imaginary   were   then   thought   to   be   real.    Think   unicorns,   fairies   and  
dragons.    In   this   class   we   will   write   our   own   tales.   (Story   mapping)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   pm  
to   3:00  

pm  

Feeding   of  
Magical   Beasts  

Magical   or   non-magical,   all   beasts   like   to   eat.    Did   you   know   you   can   make   your   own   pet  
treats?    Today   we   will   make   some   pet   treats   and   maybe   some   treats   for   people   too.  

From   Goblins   to  
Giants  

Diversity   means   differences;   people   may   be   different   in   many   ways,   including   race   or   ethnicity,  
age,   disabilities,   language,   culture,   appearance,   or   religion.    Let’s   chart   our   differences   and  
similarities.  

Moon   Calves  
and   Dance  
Moves  

Moon   Calves   are   very   shy   creatures   that   only   emerge   from   their   burrows   to   dance   under   a   full  
moon.    They   leave   beautiful   geometric   patterns   on   the   wheat   fields.    Can   you   create   a   pattern  
with   your   dance   moves?   Where   else   do   you   see   patterns?  

Herd   Mentality   -  
Peer   Pressure  

What   is   herd   mentality?    Do   we   sometimes   just   act   like   a   herd   of   animals?    Today   we   will  
examine   herd   mentality   and   how   that   relates   to   peer   pressure.  

Kowalski’s  
Quality   Baked  
Goods  

When   Newt   Scamander   left   Joseph   Kowalski   a   suitcase   full   of   silver   Occamy   eggs,   Kowalski’s  
Quality   Baked   Goods   was   started.    This   bake   shop   specializes   in   Polish   breads   and   pastries.  
Today   we   will   explore   various   baked   goods.   Yum!  

Obscurus   -  
Emotional  
Regulation  

The   Obscurus   is   the   repressed   magical   energy   inside   of   a   young   witch   or   wizard.    When   the  
wizard   loses   control,   things   get   destroyed.    When   Muggles   repress   their   feelings   it   can   also  
cause   a   big   blow   up.    This   class   explores   how   to   understand   and   communicate   our   feelings  
effectively.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

Time  Lesson  
Titles  

Classes   run   from   Nov   26,   2020   -   Jan   14,   2021   -   Order   may   vary   
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  
 

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Murtlaps   and  
Rodents  

The   Murtlap   is   a   rat-like   creature   that   can   be   found   in   coastal   Britain.    Do   we   have   rats   in  
Alberta?    What   types   of   rodents   live   here   and   are   they   helpful   or   harmful?    By   the   way,   the  
Murtlaps   will   bite   your   toes   if   you   step   on   them.  

Gila   Monsters,  
Chupacabra   -  
Real   or   Not?  

A   glance   through   the   art   and   literature   of   the   Middle   Ages   reveals   that   many   of   the   creatures   we  
now   believe   to   be   imaginary   were   then   thought   to   be   real.   Were   they   real   or   not?    Examine   the  
evidence   and   then   you   can   decide.  

Niflers  Nifflers   are   fluffy,   black,   long   snouted   and   friendly.    They   love   anything   glittery.    How   much  
treasure   can   your   Niffler   collect?    How   much   treasure   is   too   much   treasure?   It’s   time   for   a  
treasure   hunt.    (number   sense)  

Billywigs   and  
Bugs  

The   Billywig   is   an   imaginary   insect   native   to   Australia   and   is   bright   blue.    It’s   sting   has   some   very  
bizarre   side   effects.    What   insects   do   we   have   in   Alberta?    What   happens   if   you   get   stung   by  
them?    I   bet   it   isn’t   as   fun   as   getting   stung   by   a   Billywig.  

Bowtruckles  The   Bowtruckle   is   a   moving   plant-like   tree   guardian.    They   move   around   the   forest   and   protect  
their   trees   with   their   pointy   fingers.    We   see   lots   of   plants   move   around   in   the   movies,   but   can  
plants   move   around   in   real   life?   (Small   crawling   and   flying   creatures)  

Marmite   and  
Octopus  

Marmites   are   magic   glowing   squid-like   creatures.    Their   tentacles   can   reach   up   to   10   feet   when  
they   are   just   babies.   How   long   is   10   feet?     How   big   can   a   full   grown   giant   squid   get?    How   many  
legs   do   squid   and   octopus   have?   (Number   Sense)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   pm  

to   3:00   pm  

Thunderbird  
Art  

Thunderbirds   are   massive   mythical   birds.    The   Indigenious   peoples   in   Canada   incorporate  
many   animals   into   their   art.    Today   we   will   explore   Metis,   Inuit   and   First   Nations   animal   art   forms.  
(First   Nations,   Metis,   Inuit)  

Dragon   Scales  Dragons,   snakes   and   lizards   have   scales.    Did   you   know   music   also   has   scales?    Today   we   will  
explore   musical   scales.    Can   you   make   your   own   scales   with   just   some   water   and   glasses?  
(Music)  

Glowbugs   and  
Light   Art  

Glow   Bugs   are   small   luminescent   magical   worms   kept   in   light   bulbs   by   Newt   Scamander.    Today  
we   will   make   art   that   glows.  

Erumpents  
and   Box  
Costumes  

The   Erumpent   is   a   large,   grey   African   beast.    It   has   a   thick   hide,   a   large   sharp   horn   on   its   nose  
and   a   rope-like   tail.    Today   you   will   be   making   box   costumes.    What   magical   beast   will   you   turn  
into?  

Occamy   
Coil   Pots  

The   Occamy   is   a   plumed,   two   legged,   winged   creature   with   a   serpentine   body.    It   can   reach  
lengths   of   15   feet.    They   are   a   perfect   inspiration   to   use   when   making   your   very   own   coil   pot.  

Suitcase  
Dioramas  

Newt   scamander   owns   a   magical   suitcase   in   which   he   houses   a   vast   number   of   magical   beasts.  
In   this   class   you   will   make   your   own   magical   suitcase.    What   will   you   house   in   yours?  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson  
Titles  

Classes   run   from   Nov   24,   2020   -   Jan   12,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 
 

Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
 
 

9:30   to  
12:00   PM  

Thunderbird  
Art  

Thunderbirds   are   massive   mythical   birds.    The   Indigenious   peoples   in   Canada   incorporate  
many   animals   into   their   art.    Today   we   will   explore   Metis,   Inuit   and   First   Nations   animal   art   forms.  
(First   Nations,   Metis,   Inuit)  

Dragon  
Scales  

Dragons,   snakes   and   lizards   have   scales.    Did   you   know   music   also   has   scales?    Today   we   will  
explore   musical   scales.    Can   you   make   your   own   scales   with   just   some   water   and   glasses?  
(Music)  

Glowbugs   and  
Light   Art  

Glow   Bugs   are   small   luminescent   magical   worms   kept   in   light   bulbs   by   Newt   Scamander.    Today  
we   will   make   art   that   glows.  

Erumpents  
and   Box  
Costumes  

The   Erumpent   is   a   large,   grey   African   beast.    It   has   a   thick   hide,   a   large   sharp   horn   on   its   nose  
and   a   rope-like   tail.    Today   you   will   be   making   box   costumes.    What   magical   beast   will   you   turn  
into?  

Occamy   
Coil   Pots  

The   Occamy   is   a   plumed,   two   legged,   winged   creature   with   a   serpentine   body.    It   can   reach  
lengths   of   15   feet.    They   are   a   perfect   inspiration   to   use   when   making   your   very   own   coil   pot.  

Suitcase  
Dioramas  

Newt   Scamander   owns   a   magical   suitcase   in   which   he   houses   a   vast   number   of   magical   beasts.  
In   this   class   you   will   make   your   own   magical   suitcase.    What   will   you   house   in   yours?  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Filming  
Locations   -   

Rio,   New   York,   London   and   Paris   are   some   of   the   filming   locations   for   Fantastic   Beasts.    Let’s  
make   postcards   from   around   the   world   and   deliver   them   to   our   friends   and   family.   (geography)  

Dragon   Tales,  
Firedarkes  
and   Protego  

Due   to   clause   73   in   the   International   Statute   of   Wizarding   Secrecy,   27   species,   including  
Dragons,   were   to   be   hidden   from   Muggles   to   create   the   illusion   that   they   had   never   existed  
outside   of   their   imagination.   Stories   of   dragons   survive   all   over   the   world.    Explore   some   dragon  
lore   in   this   class.    (Story)  

My   Inner  
Beast  

We   each   have   an   inner   beast.    What   is   yours?    Are   you   gentle   like   a   manatee   or   ferocious   like   a  
crocodile?   Explore   the   gifts   our   inner   beast   brings   to   each   of   us.    (Personal   Narrative)  

Beast  
Keepers  

The   Department   for   the   Regulation   and   Control   of   Magical   Creature   helps   protect   magical  
creatures.    Who   helps   protect   non-magical   creatures?    What   types   of   beasts   do   we   find   in  
Canada?   (Research)  

Beast  
Healers  

  Where   do   we   take   our   creatures   when   they   need   help?   How   do   we   take   care   of   our   beasts   at  
home   and   on   the   earth?  

Beauty   and  
the   Beast  

A   glance   through   the   art   and   literature   of   the   Middle   Ages   reveals   that   many   of   the   creatures   we  
now   believe   to   be   imaginary   were   then   thought   to   be   real.    Think   unicorns,   fairies   and   dragons.  
In   this   class   we   will   write   our   own   tale.   (Story   Mapping)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Nov   26,   2020   -   Jan   14,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  
 

Feeding   of  
Magical   Beasts  

Magical   or   non-magical,   all   beasts   like   to   eat.    Did   you   know   you   can   make   your   own   pet  
treats?    Today   we   will   make   some   pet   treats   and   maybe   some   treats   for   people   too.  

From   Goblins   to  
Giants  

Diversity   means   differences;   people   may   be   different   in   many   ways,   including   race   or  
ethnicity,   age,   disabilities,   language,   culture,   appearance,   or   religion.    Let’s   chart   our  
differences   and   similarities.  

Moon   Calves   and  
Dance   Moves  

Moon   Calves   are   very   shy   creatures   that   only   emerge   from   their   burrows   to   dance   under   a  
full   moon.    They   leave   beautiful   geometric   patterns   on   the   wheat   fields.    Can   you   create   a  
pattern   with   your   dance   moves?   Where   else   do   you   see   patterns?  

Herd   Mentality   -  
Peer   Pressure  

What   is   herd   mentality?    Do   we   sometimes   just   act   like   a   herd   of   animals?    Today   we   will  
examine   herd   mentality   and   how   that   relates   to   peer   pressure.  

Kowalski’s  
Quality   Baked  
Goods  

When   Newt   Scamander   left   Joseph   Kowalski   a   suitcase   full   of   silver   Occamy   eggs,  
Kowalski’s   Quality   Baked   Goods   was   started.    This   bake   shop   specialized   in   Polish   breads  
and   pastries.    Today   we   will   explore   various   baked   goods.   Yum!  

Obscurus   -  
Emotional  
Regulation  

The   Obscurus   is   like   a   parasite.   It’s   the   repressed   magical   energy   inside   of   a   young   witch   or  
wizard.    When   the   wizard   loses   control,   things   get   destroyed.    When   Muggles   repress   their  
feelings   it   can   also   cause   a   big   blow   up.    This   class   explores   how   to   understand   and  
communicate   our   feelings   effectively.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to  

3:00  

Murtlaps   and  
Rodents  

The   Murtlap   is   a   rat-like   creature   that   can   be   found   in   coastal   Britain.    Do   we   have   rats   in  
Alberta?    What   types   of   rodents   live   here   and   are   they   helpful   or   harmful?.    By   the   way,   the  
Murtlaps   will   bite   your   toes   if   you   step   on   them.   (Small   Crawling   and   Flying   Creatures)  

Gila   Monsters,  
Chupacabra   -  
Real   or   Not?  

A   glance   through   the   art   and   literature   of   the   Middle   Ages   reveals   that   many   of   the   creatures  
we   now   believe   to   be   imaginary   were   then   thought   to   be   real.   If   they   were   real,   what   were  
their   life   cycles   like?    Do   we   have   anything   to   compare   them   to   today?    (Life   cycles   of  
Animals)  

Niflers  Nifflers   are   fluffy,   black,   long   snouted   and   friendly.    They   love   anything   glittery.    How   much  
treasure   can   your   Niffler   collect?    How   much   treasure   is   too   much   treasure?   It’s   time   for   a  
treasure   hunt.   (Money)  

Billywigs   and  
Bugs  

The   Billywig   is   an   imaginary   insect   native   to   Australia   and   is   bright   blue.    It’s   sting   has   some  
very   bizarre   side   effects.    What   insects   do   we   have   in   Alberta?    What   happens   if   you   get  
stung   by   them?    I   bet   it   isn’t   as   fun   as   getting   stung   by   a   Billywig.   (Small   crawling   and   flying  
creatures)  

Bowtruckles  The   Bowtruckle   is   a   moving   plant-like   tree   guardian.    They   move   around   the   forest   and  
protect   their   trees   with   their   pointy   fingers.    We   see   lots   of   plants   move   around   in   the  
movies,   but   can   plants   move   around   in   real   life?   (Small   crawling   and   flying   creatures)  

Marmite   and  
Octopus  

Marmites   are   magic   glowing   squid-like   creatures.    Their   tentacles   can   reach   up   to   10   feet  
when   they   are   just   babies.   How   long   is   10   feet?     How   big   can   a   full   grown   giant   squid   get?  
How   many   legs   do   squid   and   octopus   have?   (Number   Sense)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Nov   24,   2020   -   Jan   12,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 
Science   /  

Math  
 

9:30   am   to  
Noon  

Murtlaps   and  
Rodents  

The   Murtlap   is   a   rat-like   creature   that   can   be   found   in   coastal   Britain.    Do   we   have   rats   in  
Alberta?    What   types   of   rodents   live   here   and   are   they   helpful   or   harmful?.    By   the   way,   the  
Murtlaps   will   bite   your   toes   if   you   step   on   them.   (Animal   life   cycles   /   Waste   in   our   World)  

Niflers   and  
Platypus  

Nifflers   are   fluffy,   black,   long   snouted   and   friendly.    They   love   anything   glittery.    How   much  
treasure   can   your   Niffler   collect?    How   much   treasure   is   too   much   treasure?   It’s   time   for   a  
treasure   hunt.    (Money)  

Mythical   Horses   -  
Thestrals   and  
Kelpies  

Today   we   will   be   exploring   mythical   horses.    How   fast   can   they   run?    How   high   can   they  
fly?    How   far   can   they   jump?    Get   ready   to   move   your   legs   in   this   class.    (Speed,   Distance,  
Measurement)  

Gila   Monsters,  
Chupacabra   -   Real  
or   Not?  

A   glance   through   the   art   and   literature   of   the   Middle   Ages   reveals   that   many   of   the  
creatures   we   now   believe   to   be   imaginary   were   then   thought   to   be   real.   Were   they   real   or  
not?    Examine   the   evidence   and   then   you   can   decide.   (Estimation   and   Hypothesis)  

Billywigs   and  
Bugs  

The   Billywig   is   an   imaginary   insect   native   to   Australia   and   is   bright   blue.    It’s   sting   has  
some   very   bizarre   side   effects.    What   insects   do   we   have   in   Alberta?    How   do   they   survive  
our   very   cold   winters?   What   happens   if   you   get   stung   by   them?    I   bet   it   isn’t   as   fun   as  
getting   stung   by   a   Billywig.   (Animal   Life   Cycles)  

Bowtruckles  The   Bowtruckle   is   a   tree   guardian   and   will   protect   their   trees   with   their   pointy   fingers.    Why  
are   our   trees   so   important?    They   have   been   called   the   lungs   of   the   earth.    Explore   how  
trees   grow   and   discover   dendrochronology.    The   science   of   tree   rings.     (Plant   growth   and  
changes)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Thunderbird   Art  Thunderbirds   are   massive   mythical   birds.    The   Indigenious   peoples   in   Canada  
incorporate   many   animals   into   their   art.    Today   we   will   explore   Metis,   Inuit   and   First  
Nations   animal   art   forms.  
(First   Nations,   Metis,   Inuit)  

Dragon   Scales  Dragons,   snakes   and   lizards   have   scales.    Did   you   know   music   also   has   scales?    Today  
we   will   explore   musical   scales.    Can   you   make   your   own   scales   with   just   some   water  
and   glasses?   (Music)  

Glowbugs   and  
Light   Art  

Glow   Bugs   are   small   luminescent   magical   worms   kept   in   light   bulbs   by   Newt   Scamander.  
Today   we   will   make   art   that   glows.  

Erumpents   and  
Box   Costumes  

The   Erumpent   is   a   large,   grey   African   beast.    It   has   a   thick   hide,   a   large   sharp   horn   on   its  
nose   and   a   rope-like   tail.    Today   you   will   be   making   box   costumes.    What   magical   beast  
will   you   turn   into?  

Occamy  
Coil   Pots  

The   Occamy   is   a   plumed,   two   legged,   winged   creature   with   a   serpentine   body.    It   can  
reach   lengths   of   15   feet.    They   are   a   perfect   inspiration   to   use   when   making   your   very  
own   coil   pot.  

Suitcase  
Dioramas  

Newt   scamander   owns   a   magical   suitcase   in   which   he   houses   a   vast   number   of   magical  
beasts.    In   this   class   you   will   make   your   own   magical   suitcase.    What   will   you   house   in  
yours?  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Nov   26,   2020   -   Jan   14,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Filming   Locations  Rio,   New   York,   London   and   Paris   are   some   of   the   filming   locations   for   Fantastic   Beasts.  
Let’s   make   postcards   from   around   the   world   and   deliver   them   to   our   friends   and   family.  
(geography)  

Dragon   Tales,  
Firedarkes   and  
Protego  

Due   to   clause   73   in   the   International   Statute   of   Wizarding   Secrecy,   27   species,   including  
Dragons,   were   to   be   hidden   from   Muggles   to   create   the   illusion   that   they   had   never  
existed   outside   of   their   imagination.   Stories   of   dragons   survive   all   over   the   world.    Explore  
some   dragon   lore   in   this   class.    (Story)  

My   Inner   Beast  We   each   have   an   inner   beast.    What   is   yours?    Are   you   gentle   like   a   manatee   or   ferocious  
like   a   crocodile?   Explore   the   gifts   our   inner   beast   brings   to   each   of   us.    (Personal  
Narrative)  

Beast   Keepers  The   Department   for   the   Regulation   and   Control   of   Magical   Creature   helps   protect   magical  
creatures.    Who   helps   protect   non-magical   creatures?    What   types   of   beasts   do   we   find   in  
Alberta?   (Research)  

Beast   Healers  Where   do   we   take   our   creatures   when   they   need   help?   How   do   we   take   care   of   our   beasts  
at   home   and   on   the   earth?  

Beauty   and   the  
Beast  

A   glance   through   the   art   and   literature   of   the   Middle   Ages   reveals   that   many   of   the  
creatures   we   now   believe   to   be   imaginary   were   then   thought   to   be   real.    Think   unicorns,  
fairies   and   dragons.    In   this   class   we   will   write   our   own   tale.   (Stories)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Feeding   of   Magical  
Beasts  

Magical   or   non-magical,   all   beasts   like   to   eat.    Did   you   know   you   can   make   your   own   pet  
treats?    Today   we   will   make   some   pet   treats   and   maybe   some   treats   for   people   too.  

From   Goblins   to  
Giants  

Diversity   means   differences;   people   may   be   different   in   many   ways,   including   race   or  
ethnicity,   age,   disabilities,   language,   culture,   appearance,   or   religion.    Let’s   chart   our  
differences   and   similarities.  

Moon   Calves   and  
Dance   Moves  

Moon   Calves   are   very   shy   creatures   that   only   emerge   from   their   burrows   to   dance   under   a  
full   moon.    They   leave   beautiful   geometric   patterns   on   the   wheat   fields.    Can   you   create   a  
geometric   pattern   with   your   dance   moves?   Where   else   do   you   see   patterns?  

Herd   Mentality   -  
Peer   Pressure  

What   is   herd   mentality?    Do   we   sometimes   just   act   like   a   herd   of   animals?    Today   we   will  
examine   herd   mentality   and   how   that   relates   to   peer   pressure.  

Kowalski’s   Quality  
Baked   Goods  

When   Newt   Scamander   left   Joseph   Kowalski   a   suitcase   full   of   silver   Occamy   eggs,  
Kowalski’s   Quality   Baked   Goods   was   started.    This   bake   shop   specialized   in   Polish  
breads   and   pastries.    Today   we   will   explore   various   baked   goods.   Yum!  

Obscurus   -  
Emotional  
Regulation  

The   Obscurus   is   like   a   parasite.   It’s   the   repressed   magical   energy   inside   of   a   young   witch   or  
wizard.    When   the   wizard   loses   control,   things   get   destroyed.    When   Muggles   repress   their  
feelings   it   can   also   cause   a   big   blow   up.    This   class   explores   how   to   understand   and  
communicate   our   feelings   effectively.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Nov   24,   2020   -   Jan   12,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Feeding   of   Magical  
Beasts  

Magical   or   non-magical,   all   beasts   like   to   eat.    Did   you   know   you   can   make   your   own  
pet   treats?    Today   we   will   make   some   pet   treats   and   maybe   some   treats   for   people   too.  

From   Goblins   to  
Giants  

Diversity   means   differences;   people   may   be   different   in   many   ways,   including   race   or  
ethnicity,   age,   disabilities,   language,   culture,   appearance,   or   religion.    Let’s   chart   our  
differences   and   similarities.  

Moon   Calves   and  
Dance   Moves  

Moon   Calves   are   very   shy   creatures   that   only   emerge   from   their   burrows   to   dance  
under   a   full   moon.    They   leave   beautiful   geometric   patterns   on   the   wheat   fields.    Can  
you   create   a   geometric   pattern   with   your   dance   moves?   Where   else   do   you   see  
patterns?  

Herd   Mentality   -  
Peer   Pressure  

What   is   herd   mentality?    Do   we   sometimes   just   act   like   a   herd   of   animals?    Today   we  
will   examine   herd   mentality   and   how   that   relates   to   peer   pressure.  

Kowalski’s   Quality  
Baked   Goods  

When   Newt   Scamander   left   Joseph   Kowalski   a   suitcase   full   of   silver   Occamy   eggs,  
Kowalski’s   Quality   Baked   Goods   was   started.    This   bake   shop   specialized   in   Polish  
breads   and   pastries.    Today   we   will   explore   various   baked   goods.   Yum!  

Obscurus   -  
Emotional  
Regulation  

The   Obscurus   is   like   a   parasite.   It’s   the   repressed   magical   energy   inside   of   a   young  
witch   or   wizard.    When   the   wizard   loses   control,   things   get   destroyed.    When   Muggles  
repress   their   feelings   it   can   also   cause   a   big   blow   up.    This   class   explores   how   to  
understand   and   communicate   our   feelings   effectively.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Magical   Beasts   -  
Fact   or   Fiction  

A   glance   through   the   art   and   literature   of   the   Middle   Ages   reveals   that   many   of   the  
creatures   we   now   believe   to   be   imaginary   were   then   thought   to   be   real.   Were   they   real  
or   not?    Examine   the   evidence   and   then   you   can   decide.   (Evidence   and   Investigation)  

Demiguise   and  
Probability  

The   Demiguise   is   a   peaceful   creature   that   can   make   itself   invisible   and   tell   the   future,  
making   it   very   hard   to   catch.    Today   we   will   make   Cootie   Catchers,   sometimes   called  
Fortune   Tellers,   to   help   us   understand   probability.  

Niflers  Nifflers   are   fluffy,   black,   long   snouted   and   friendly.    They   love   anything   glittery.    How  
much   treasure   can   your   Niffler   collect?    How   much   treasure   is   too   much   treasure?   It’s  
time   for   a   treasure   hunt.   (Money)  

Gila   Monsters,  
Chupacabra   -   Real  
or   Not?  

Sometimes   a   creature   seems   so   fantastic   it   is   hard   to   figure   out   if   it   is   real   or   not.    Using  
our   research   skills   and   powers   of   deductive   reasoning,   we   will   look   at   the   Chupacabra  
and   the   Gila   Monster.    Are   they   real   or   imaginary,   only   you   can   decide.   (Evidence   and  
Investigation)  

Billywigs   and   Bugs  The   Billywig   is   an   imaginary   insect   native   to   Australia   and   is   bright   blue.    It’s   sting   has  
some   very   bizarre   side   effects.    What   insects   do   we   have   in   Alberta’s   wetlands?    Are  
they   important   to   our   ecosystem?   What   happens   if   you   get   stung   by   them?    I   bet   it   isn’t   as  
fun   as   getting   stung   by   a   Billywig.   (Wetland   Ecosystems)  

Bowtruckles  The   Bowtruckle   is   a   moving   plant-like   tree   guardian.    They   move   around   the   forest   and  
protect   their   trees   with   their   pointy   fingers.    We   see   lots   of   plants   move   around   in   the  
movies,   but   can   plants   move   around   in   real   life?   (Trees   and   Forests)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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FANTASTIC   BEASTS   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Nov   26,   2020   -   Jan   14,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Thunderbird   Art  Thunderbirds   are   massive   mythical   birds.    The   Indigenious   peoples   in   Canada  
incorporate   many   animals   into   their   art.    Today   we   will   explore   Metis,   Inuit   and   First  
Nations   animal   art   forms.  
(First   Nations,   Metis,   Inuit)  

Dragon   Scales  Dragons,   snakes   and   lizards   have   scales.    Did   you   know   music   also   has   scales?    Today  
we   will   explore   musical   scales.    Can   you   make   your   own   scales   with   just   some   water   and  
glasses?   (Music)  

Glowbugs   and   Light 
Art  

Glow   Bugs   are   small   luminescent   magical   worms   kept   in   light   bulbs   by   Newt   Scamander.  
Today   we   will   make   art   that   glows.  

Erumpents   and  
Box   Costumes  

The   Erumpent   is   a   large,   grey   African   beast.    It   has   a   thick   hide,   a   large   sharp   horn   on   its  
nose   and   a   rope-like   tail.    Today   you   will   be   making   box   costumes.    What   magical   beast  
will   you   turn   into?  

Occamy  
Coil   Pots  

The   Occamy   is   a   plumed,   two   legged,   winged   creature   with   a   serpentine   body.    It   can  
reach   lengths   of   15   feet.    They   are   a   perfect   inspiration   to   use   when   making   your   very   own  
coil   pot.  

Suitcase   Dioramas  Newt   scamander   owns   a   magical   suitcase   in   which   he   houses   a   vast   number   of   magical  
beasts.    In   this   class   you   will   make   your   own   magical   suitcase.    What   will   you   house   in  
yours?  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   Fees   apply  

 
LA/   Social  

Studies  
 

12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Filming   Locations   Rio,   New   York,   London   and   Paris   are   some   of   the   filming   locations   for   Fantastic   Beasts.  
Let’s   make   postcards   from   around   the   world   and   deliver   them   to   our   friends   and   family.  
(geography)  

Dragon   Tales,  
Firedarkes   and  
Protego  

Due   to   clause   73   in   the   International   Statute   of   Wizarding   Secrecy,   27   species,   including  
Dragons,   were   to   be   hidden   from   Muggles   to   create   the   illusion   that   they   had   never  
existed   outside   of   their   imagination.   Stories   of   dragons   survive   all   over   the   world.    Explore  
some   dragon   lore   in   this   class.    (Story)  

My   Inner   Beast  We   each   have   an   inner   beast.    What   is   yours?    Are   you   gentle   like   a   manatee   or   ferocious  
like   a   crocodile?   Explore   the   gifts   our   inner   beast   brings   to   each   of   us.    (Personal  
Narrative)  

Beasts   of   Canada  The   First   Nations   People   began   as   a   nomadic   hunting   people   following   the   big   animals  
(moose,   deer,   elk,   buffalo)   for   food.   Then   they   evolved   different   cultures   to   suit   different  
environments.   Do   they   still   follow   the   migrating   animals?   (Animal   Migration   and   the   First  
Nations   People)  

Your   Favorite  
Beast  

What   is   your   favorite   beast?    In   the   first   of   this   2   part   class,   you   will   extensively   research   and  
take   notes   about   your   favorite   beast.   (Research   and   Document)  

Your   Favorite  
Beast  

How   much   do   you   know   about   your   favorite   beast?    In   this   class   you   will   revise   your   notes   to  
form   a   presentation   and   present   your   knowledge   to   the   class.    (Revise   and   Present)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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BEAST   FEAST  
 

 

 

 
 
 

Join   us   on   Friday,  

Jan   15,   2021  
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

 
Crafts,   feast,    games   and   activities.  

 
(menu   TBD)  

 
 

REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  
 

Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  
(This   event   is   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   19   restrictions   -   please   watch   your   email.)  
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The   PHOENIX   CAMPUS   

IS   CLOSED  
 

every   Monday,   as   well   as,   the   following   dates:  
 

● August   3-7  
● Oct.   26-30  
● Dec.   21-   Jan   3  
● Feb   8-12   

● April   19-23  
● June   29-July   11  
● July   26-30  

 

WHY?    We   are   busy   working   behind   the   scenes:    answering   email,   prepping   for   classes,   cleaning,  
marking   submissions   and   more.   Oh   and   occasionally,    we   rest!  

 
 
 

 
 

 

CHRISTMAS   PARTY  
 

Join   your   friends   for   some   lunch,   crafts,   cookies   and   a   visit   from   Santa.  

FRIDAY,   December   18,   2020  
Noon   -   1:30   PM  

 

Fee:   $10.00   per   person  
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  

(This   event   is   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   19   restrictions   -   please   watch   your   email.)  
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NEW   YEAR   CAMPS  
 

Camps,  just  like  the  rest  of  our  programming,  may  include  art,  music  and  technology. Please  note  there                   
are  two  camps  starting  at  9  30  AM  and  12:30  PM.  They  run  for  2.5  hours  over  two  weeks  - 2  camps  are                        
included  in  the  BlendEd  program.  Fees  apply  for  any  additional  camps.  You  must  register  for  a  full                   
day.  Start  times  may  vary  due  to  staggered  entry  requirements. All  events  are  subject  to  change  due                  
to   covid-19   restrictions.  
 

  

New   Year   Camps   (2   Weeks)   
$50.00   each   for   Phoenix   students   or   $60.00   for   non-members  

Dates   Jan   26,   Feb   2,   2021  Jan   28   &   Feb   4,   2021  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

 Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

10:00  
AM  

Hand-i-crafts  
 

This   camp   will   explore  
all   the   things   you   can  
use   your   hands   for   -  

painting,   knitting,   prints  
and   more!  

(FINE   ARTS)  

CSI  
 

Let’s   explore   the   various  
kinds   of   tools   and  

techniques   forensic  
investigators   use   to   solve  
crimes!   From   finger   prints  

to   DNA!  
(SCIENCE)  

Move   it!  
 

This   is   a   sports   camp.  
We   will   run,   play,   roll,  

stretch   and   move!  
Please   bring   your  

in-door   shoes   and   we  
prepared   for   a   wide  
variety   of   activities.  

(PE)  

Drum   Circle  
 

Explore   the   power   of  
Rhythm   and   the  

possibility   of   group  
percussion   in   this  
exciting   Hands-On  

Camp.   
 

12:00   Lunch   -   fees   apply  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

12:30  
PM  

Math   Maniacs  
 

Let’s   explore   fractions,  
puzzles,   riddles   and  

more!   Put   your   problem  
solving   hat   on!   The  

math   maniacs   are   on  
the   loose!  
(MATH)  

Hand-i-crafts  
 

This   camp   will   explore   all  
the   things   you   can   use  

your   hands   for   -   painting,  
knitting,   prints   and   more!  

(FINE   ARTS)  

A   Bad   Case   of   Stripes  
 

Camilla   Cream   is   very  
worried   about   what  

other   people   think   about  
her,   but   at   the   very  
moment   she   most  
wants   to   fit   in,   she  

becomes   completely  
covered   in   colorful  

stripes!   Book   included.  
(LA   /   WELLNESS)  

 

Move   it!  
 

This   is   a   sports   camp.  
We   will   run,   play,   roll,  

stretch   and   move!  
Please   bring   your   in-door  
shoes   and   we   prepared  

for   a   wide   variety   of  
activities.  

(PE)  
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Family   Literacy   Day  
 
Reading   is   one   of   life’s   great   pleasures,   and   it   is   essential   to   instill   a   love   of   learning   in   students   if   they  
are   to   become   lifelong   learners.   Today   we   celebrate   reading   with   a   slice   of   cake   and   a   free   book!    All  
events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  
 

 
THURSDAY,   January   26  

(Elementary)    &   27   (teens),  
2021  

      Noon   -   12:30   PM  
      FREE  

 

 

Pink   shirt   Week  
 
Phoenix   is   a   safe   and   caring   school,   and  
we   participate   in   Pink   Shirt   Day   to   show  
our   commitment   to   take   a   stand   against  
bullying,   both   in   and   out   of   school.   
 
WEAR   PINK   TO   SHOW   YOUR   SUPPORT!  
 

February   23-25,   2021  
Noon   -   12:30   PM  
FREE  
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WELCOME   TO  

Spain  
 
 

 

 
 

 
**  The  fee  for  classes  is  $180  per  block  of  6  classes  for  non-members  or  $150  for  Phoenix  students.  You                                        
have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  this  booking.  A�er  that,                                    
there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch  classes  but  a  $25.00  fee  will                                    
apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use  photos  from  the  event  on  the  school                                
website,   Facebook   site   &   in   print   materials   .   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone!  
***   All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  
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Theme   3:   Spain   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1  Grade   2-3  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -  
NOON  

LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   WELLNESS   BLOCK  

 Where   in   the   World   is  
Spain?  

Picasso  Water   Organ   of   Alcazar  How   do   Spanish   teens   have  
fun?  

 A   Brief   History   of   Spain  Flamenco   and   Classical  
Guitar  

Torre   De   Cristal   -   Tallest   bldg  
in   Spain  

From   Tacos   to   Tapas  

 Spanish   Culture  Mosaics  Mediterranean   Sea   Running   of   the   Bulls  

 Speaking   Spanish  Cave   of   Altamira  Agbar   Tower  Football/Soccer  

 A   School   Day   in   Spain  Don   Quixote  The   Windows   of   Seville  
Cathedral  

Mindfulness   

 Ratoncito   Perez  The   Comb   of   the   Wind  Chimneys   at   Casa   Mila  How   is   your   love   tank?  

 

12:00   -  
12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  

 How   do   Spanish   kids   have  
fun?   

Where   in   the   World   is   Spain?  Picasso  Mercury   and   Silver  

 From   Tacos   to   Tapas  A   Brief   History   of   Spain  Flamenco   and   Classical  
Guitar  

The   Geometric   Patterns   of  
Alhambra  

 Running   of   the   Bulls  Spanish   Culture  Mosaics  Torre   De   Crista  

 Football/Soccer  Speaking   Spanish  Cave   of   Altamira  Mediterranean   Sea   

 Mindfulness  A   School   Day   in   Spain  Don   Quixote  Whether   the   Weather   in  
Spain   is   Better  

 How   is   your   love   tank?  Ratoncito   Perez  The   Comb   of   the   Wind  Chimneys   at   Casa   Mila  
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Thursday  
9:30   -  

NOON  
SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  

Week  
1  

The   Geometric   Patterns   of  
Alhambra  

How   do   Spanish   kids   have  
fun?   

Where   in   the   World   is   Spain?  Picasso  

2  Agbar   Tower  From   Tacos   to   Tapas  A   Brief   History   of   Spain  Flamenco   and   Classical  
Guitar  

3  Torre   De   Cristal  Running   of   the   Bulls  Spanish   Culture  Mosaics  

4  Mediterranean   Sea   Football/Soccer  Speaking   Spanish  Cave   of   Altamira  

5  Chimneys   at   Casa   Mila  Mindfulness  A   School   Day   in   Spain  Don   Quixote  

6  Seasons   In   Spain  How   is   your   love   tank?  Ratoncito   Perez  The   Comb   of   the   Wind  

12:00   -  
12:30   

LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  

Week  
1  

Picasso  Water   Organ   of   Alcazar  How   do   Spanish   kids   have  
fun?   

Where   in   the   World   is  
Spain?  

2  Flamenco   and   Classical  
Guitar  

Torre   De   Cristal  From   Tacos   to   Tapas   A   Brief   History   of   Spain  

3  Mosaics  Mediterranean   Sea   Running   of   the   Bulls  Where   Are   You   From?  

4  Cave   of   Altamira  Agbar   Tower  Football/Soccer  Spain   vs   Canada  

5  Don   Quixote  From   Galleons   to   Carracks  Mindfulness  Speaking   Spanish  

6  The   Comb   of   the   Wind  Chimneys   at   Casa   Mila  How   is   your   love   tank?  Ratoncito   Perez  
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Spain   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

 

Time  Lesson  
Titles  

Classes   run   from   Feb   16,   2021   -   Mar   23,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

LA/  
Social  

Studies  
 

9:30   am  
to   Noon  

Where   in   the  
World   is   Spain?  

Cordillera   is   a   fancy   word   for   Mountain   Ranges.    We   have   lots   of   mountains   in   Canada.    Are  
there   Cordilleras   in   Spain?   Let’s   investigate   the   geography   of   Spain.   (Geography)  

A   Brief    History  
of   Spain  

From   the   prehistoric   Iberians   to   the   seafaring   Phoenicians   to   the   militant   Romans,   Spain   has  
a   fascinating   history.    Today   we   will   look   at   some   of   that   history.  

Spanish   Culture  Lunch   is   2   hours   long   and   the   first   novel   was   written   in   Spain.   These   are   just   two   of   the  
interesting   facts   we   will   learn   about   Spanish   Culture   in   this   class.   

Speaking  
Spanish  

Hola!   Como   estas?    If   you   come   to   this   class,   you   will   know   what   that   means   :)  

A   School   Day   in  
Spain  

Kids   in   Spain   go   to   school   until   5pm.    I   bet   you   feel   really   lucky   right   now.     In   this   class   you  
will   learn   all   about   how   Spanish   kids   go   to   school.  

Ratoncito   Perez  
-   Folklore   of  
Spain  

Have   you   ever   heard   of   Ratoncito   Perez?    I   bet   you   have,   but   we   call   him   by   a   different   name  
in   Canada.   Today   we   will   discover   the   folklore   of   Spain.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   pm  
to   3:00  

pm  

How   Do  
Spanish   Kids  
Have   Fun?  

The   lifestyle   in   Spain   is   all   about   being   outside   in   the   fresh   air.    Today   it   is   a   “fun-off”.    Which  
kids   have   more   fun?   It’s   Spain   VS   Canada.   

From   Taco’s   to  
Tapas  

Mealtime   in   Spain   is   a   big   deal.    They   have   2   hour   lunches   so   they   can   really   enjoy   their  
meals.    Let’s   experience   some   Spanish   cuisine   today   and   see   what   the   fuss   is   all   about.   

Running   of   the  
Bulls  

The   running   of   the   bulls   happens   every   year   at   the   festival   of   San   Fermin.    People   from   all  
over   the   world   come   to   watch   and   participate.    Today   we   will   look   at   the   origins   of   this   event  
and   discuss   the   good   and   the   bad   points.  

Football/Soccer  They   call   it   Football,   we   call   it   Soccer.    Does   it   really   matter   what   its   called?    Let’s   play!!  

Mindfulness  Do   you   ever   get   stressed   out?   Overwhelmed?   Did   you   know   that   by   practicing   a   mental  
exercise   called   Mindfulness,   you   can   help   yourself   calm   down.    Let’s   check   it   out.  

How   is   Your  
Love   Tank?  

Everybody   has   an   internal   tank–   it   represents   our   contentedness.   It   gets   depleted   or   filled  
depending   on   how   others   treat   us.   Is   your   love   tank   full   or   empty?  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Spain   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

Time  Lesson  
Titles  

Classes   run   from   Feb   18,   2021   -   Mar   25,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Patterns   of  
Alhambra  

There   are   many   glorious   geometric   patterns   in   the   Palace   of   Alhambra.    Today   we   will   see   how  
beautiful   geometry   can   be.    (Geometry)  

Agbar   Tower  Torre   Agbar   is   a   38-storey   skyscraper   that   covers   some   50,693   square   metres   (545,655   square  
feet)   of   total   surface   area.    If   you   are   given   limited   supplies,   what   type   of   tower   can   you   build?  
( Building   Things)  

Torre   De  
Cristal  

The   Torre   de   Cristal   is   the    tallest   building   and   structure   in   Spain   and   the   third   in   the   European  
Union .    How   tall   is   the   Tower?    Let’s   find   out.   (Measurement)  

Mediterranian  
Sea  

What   are   oceans   and   seas   made   of?    What   about   lakes   and   rivers?    Do   different   liquids   have  
different   properties?    (Liquids)  

Chimneys   at  
Casa   Mila  

Anthropomorphic   Buildings   -   What   am   I   even   talking   about?    An-thro-po-morphic   is   a   fancy   word  
for   buildings   that   resemble   humans,   and   Spain   has   a   few   amazing   examples.    Let’s   check   them  
out!   (Building   Things)  

Seasons   in  
Spain  

What   are   the   seasons   like    in   Spain?    What   are   the   seasons   in   Canada?    Explore   the   similarities  
and   differences.    (Seasonal   changes)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   pm  

to   3:00   pm  

Picasso  Why   is   there   an   eyeball   on   her   cheek?    Today   we   will   explore   the   works   of   Pablo   Picasso   and  
the   origins   of   Cubism   and   Surrealism.  

Flamenco   and  
Classical  
Guitar  

The   music,   the   costumes,   the   drama.    That   is   Flamenco.    Today’s   class   will   introduce   you   to   the  
world   of   Flamenco   and   classical   guitar.  

Mosaics  Spain   has   some   of   the   most   beautiful   examples   of   mosaics   in   the   entire   world.    In   this   class   we  
will   look   at   some   examples   and   then   make   one   of   our   own   mosaics.  

Cave   of  
Altamira  

How   did   prehistoric   people   with   no   access   to   paint   make   these   incredible   paintings?    Let’s  
explore   natural   plants   and   items    we   can   use   for   pigments.  

Don   Quixote  Don   Quixote   was   written   in   1604.    This   work   has   been   influencing   novelists   ever   since,   including  
Dumas,   who   wrote   The   Three   Musketeers.    Today   we   will   find   out   what   is   so   special   about   this  
novel.  

The   Comb   of  
the   Wind  

This   sculpture   by    Eduardo   Chillida   is   amazing,   not   only   because   it   is   visually   stunning,   but   it  
makes   sounds   as   the   waves   crash   into   it.    Let’s   check   it   out!  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Spain   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson  
Titles  

Classes   run   from   Feb   16,   2021   -   Mar   23,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 
 

Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
 
 

9:30   to  
12:00   PM  

Picasso  Why   is   there   an   eyeball   on   her   cheek?    Today   we   will   explore   the   works   of   Pablo   Picasso   and  
the   origins   of   Cubism   and   Surrealism.  

Flamenco   and  
Classical  
Guitar  

The   music,   the   costumes,   the   drama.    That   is   Flamenco.    Today’s   class   will   introduce   you   to   the  
world   of   Flamenco   and   classical   guitar.  

Mosaics  Spain   has   some   of   the   most   beautiful   examples   of   mosaics   in   the   entire   world.    In   this   class   we  
will   look   at   some   examples   and   then   make   one   of   our   own   mosaics.  

Cave   of  
Altamira  

How   did   prehistoric   people   with   no   access   to   paint   make   these   incredible   paintings?    Let’s  
explore   natural   plants   and   items    we   can   use   for   pigments.  

Don   Quixote  Don   Quixote   was   written   in   1604.    This   work   has   been   influencing   novelists   ever   since,  
including   Dumas,   who   wrote   The   Three   Musketeers.    Today   we   will   find   out   what   is   so   special  
about   this   novel.  

The   Comb   of  
the   Wind  

This   sculpture   by    Eduardo   Chillida   is   amazing,   not   only   because   it   is   visually   stunning,   but   it  
makes   sounds   as   the   waves   crash   into   it.    Let’s   check   it   out!  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Where   in   the  
World   is  
Spain?  

Cordillera   is   a   fancy   word   for   Mountain   Ranges.    We   have   lots   of   mountains   in   Canada.    Are  
there   Cordilleras   in   Spain?   Let’s   investigate   the   geography   of   Spain.  

A   Brief  
History   of  
Spain  

From   the   prehistoric   Iberians   to   the   seafaring   Phoenicians   to   the   militant   Romans,   Spain   has   a  
fascinating   history.    Today   we   will   look   at   some   of   that   history.  

Spanish  
Culture  

Lunch   is   2   hours   long   and   the   first   novel   was   written   in   Spain.   These   are   just   two   of   the  
interesting   facts   we   will   learn   about   Spanish   Culture   in   this   class.   

Speaking  
Spanish  

Hola!   Como   estas?    If   you   come   to   this   class,   you   wil   know   what   that   means   :)  

A   School   Day  
in   Spain  

Kids   in   Spain   go   to   school   until   5pm.    I   bet   you   feel   really   lucky   right   now.     In   this   class   you   will  
learn   all   about   how   Spanish   kids   go   to   school.  

Ratoncito  
Perez   -  
Folklore   of  
Spain  

Have   you   ever   heard   of   Ratoncito   Perez?    I   bet   you   have,   but   we   call   him   by   a   different   name   in  
Canada.   Today   we   will   discover   the   folklore   of   Spain.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Spain   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Feb   18,   2021   -   Mar   25,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All  events  are  subject  to  change  due  to  covid-19          
restrictions.  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  
 

How   Do   Spanish   Kids  
Have   Fun?  

The   lifestyle   in   Spain   is   all   about   being   outside   in   the   fresh   air.    Today   it   is   a   “fun-off”.  
Which   kids   have   more   fun?   It’s   Spain   VS   Canada.   

From   Taco’s   to   Tapas  Mealtime   in   Spain   is   a   big   deal.    They   have   2   hour   lunches   so   they   can   really   enjoy  
their   meals.    Let’s   experience   some   Spanish   cuisine   today   and   see   what   the   fuss   is   all  
about.   

Running   of   the   Bulls  The   running   of   the   bulls   happens   every   year   at   the   festival   of   San   Fermin.    People  
from   all   over   the   world   come   to   watch   and   participate.    Today   we   will   look   at   the  
origins   of   this   event   and   discuss   the   good   and   the   bad   points.  

Football/Soccer  They   call   it   Football,   we   call   it   Soccer.    Does   it   really   matter   what   it's   called?    Let’s  
play!!  

Mindfulness  Do   you   ever   get   stressed   out?   Overwhelmed?   Did   you   know   that   by   practicing   a  
mental   exercise   called   Mindfulness,   you   can   help   yourself   calm   down.    Let’s   check   it  
out.  

How   is   Your   Love   Tank?  Everybody   has   an   internal   tank–   it   represents   our   contentedness.   It   gets   depleted   or  
filled   depending   on   how   others   treat   us.   Is   your   love   tank   full   or   empty?  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to  

3:00  

Water   Organ   of   Alcazar  The   organ   of   Alcazar   is   a   fountain-organ.   The   music   played   every   hour   is   generated   by  
water   flowing   through   various   pipes.   It’s   sort   of   like   a   normal   organ   but   uses   water  
rather   than   air   to   make   the   noise.   Cool   right?   ( Hearing   and   Sound)  

Torre   De   Cristal  The   Torre   de   Cristal   is   the    tallest   building   and   structure   in   Spain   and   the   third   in   the  
European   Union -   How   tall   is   the   Tower?    Let’s   find   out.   (Number   Sense)  

Mediterranian   Sea  Thermohaline   circulation   describes   the   movement   of   ocean   currents   due   to   differences  
in   temperature   and   salinity   in   different   regions   of   water.    In   this   class   we   will   recreate  
thermohaline   currents.    ( Liquids)  

Agbar   Tower  Torre   Agbar   is   a   38-storey   skyscraper   that   covers   some   50,693   square   metres   (545,655  
square   feet)   of   total   surface   area.    If   you   are   given   limited   supplies,   what   type   of   tower  
can   you   build?   How   can   you   test   it   for   strength?    ( Testing   and   Design)  

From   Galleons   to  
Carracks  

The   Spanish   were   famous   boat   builders.    The   galleons   they   built   were   huge   and   heavy.  
How   did   they   keep   them   afloat?    Today   we   will   discover   the   answer   to   that   question.  
(Boats   and   Buoyancy)  

Chimneys   at   Casa   Mila  Anthropomorphic   Buildings   -   What   am   I   even   talking   about?    An-thro-po-morphic   is   a  
fancy   word   for   buildings   that   resemble   humans,   and   Spain   has   a   few   amazing  
examples.    Let’s   check   them   out!   

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Spain   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Feb   16,   2021   -   Mar   23,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Water   Organ   of  
Alcazar  

The   organ   of   Alcazar   is   a   fountain-organ.   The   music   played   every   hour   is   generated   by  
water   flowing   through   various   pipes.   It’s   sort   of   like   a   normal   organ   but   uses   water   rather  
than   air   to   make   the   noise.   Cool   right?   ( Hearing   and   Sound)  

Torre   De   Cristal  The   Torre   de   Cristal   is   the    tallest   building   and   structure   in   Spain   and   the   third   in   the  
European   Union -   How   tall   is   the   Tower?    Let’s   find   out.   (Number   Sense)  

Mediterranian   Sea  Thermohaline   circulation   describes   the   movement   of   ocean   currents   due   to   differences   in  
temperature   and   salinity   in   different   regions   of   water.    In   this   class   we   will   recreate  
thermohaline   currents.    ( Liquids)  

Agbar   Tower  Torre   Agbar   is   a   38-storey   skyscraper   that   covers   some   50,693   square   metres   (545,655  
square   feet)   of   total   surface   area.    If   you   are   given   limited   supplies,   what   type   of   tower   can  
you   build?   How   can   you   test   it   for   strength?    ( Testing   and   Design)  

The   Windows   of  
Seville  

Santa   María   de   la   Sede   de   Sevilla,   the   largest   Gothic   cathedral   in   the   world,   is   one   of   the  
few   buildings   that   have   a   large   number   of   stained   glass   windows.   It   has   cataloged   a   total  
of   81   stained   glass   windows   creating   beautiful   patterns   of   light   and   shadow.   ( Light   and  
Shadow)  

Chimneys   at   Casa  
Mila  

Anthropomorphic   Buildings   -   What   am   I   even   talking   about?    An-thro-po-morphic   is   a  
fancy   word   for   buildings   that   resemble   humans,   and   Spain   has   a   few   amazing   examples.  
Let’s   check   them   out!   

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  

(includes   30   min  
of   Music   each  

class)  
 

12:30   to   3:00  
PM  

Picasso  Why   is   there   an   eyeball   on   her   cheek?    Today   we   will   explore   the   works   of   Pablo  
Picasso   and   the   origins   of   Cubism   and   Surrealism.  

Flamenco   and  
Classical   Guitar  

The   music,   the   costumes,   the   drama.    That   is   Flamenco.    Today’s   class   will   introduce   you  
to   the   world   of   Flamenco   and   classical   guitar.  

Mosaics  Spain   has   some   of   the   most   beautiful   examples   of   mosaics   in   the   entire   world.    In   this  
class   we   will   look   at   some   examples   and   then   make   one   of   our   own   mosaics.  

Cave   of   Altamira  How   did   prehistoric   people   with   no   access   to   paint   make   these   incredible   paintings?  
Let’s   explore   natural   plants   and   items    we   can   use   for   pigments.  

Don   Quixote  Don   Quixote   was   written   in   1604.    This   work   has   been   influencing   novelists   ever   since,  
including   Dumas,   who   wrote   The   Three   Musketeers.    Today   we   will   find   out   what   is   so  
special   about   this   novel.  

The   Comb   of   the  
Wind  

This   sculpture   by    Eduardo   Chillida   is   amazing,   not   only   because   it   is   visually   stunning,  
but   it   makes   sounds   as   the   waves   crash   into   it.    Let’s   check   it   out!  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Spain   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Feb   18,   2021   -   Mar   25,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Where   in   the   World  
is   Spain?  

Cordillera   is   a   fancy   word   for   Mountain   Ranges.    We   have   lots   of   mountains   in   Canada.  
Are   there   Cordilleras   in   Spain?   Let’s   investigate   the   geography   of   Spain.  

A   Brief    History   of  
Spain  

From   the   prehistoric   Iberians   to   the   seafaring   Phoenicians   to   the   militant   Romans,   Spain  
has   a   fascinating   history.    Today   we   will   look   at   some   of   that   history.  

Spanish   Culture  Lunch   is   2   hours   long   and   the   first   novel   was   written   in   Spain.   These   are   just   two   of   the  
interesting   facts   we   will   learn   about   Spanish   Culture   in   this   class.   

Speaking   Spanish  Hola!   Como   estas?    If   you   come   to   this   class,   you   will   know   what   that   means   :)  

A   School   Day   in  
Spain  

Kids   in   Spain   go   to   school   until   5pm.    I   bet   you   feel   really   lucky   right   now.     In   this   class  
you   will   learn   all   about   how   Spanish   kids   go   to   school.  

Ratoncito   Perez  Have   you   ever   heard   of   Ratoncito   Perez?    I   bet   you   have,   but   we   call   him   by   a   different  
name   in   Canada.   Today   we   will   discover   the   folklore   of   Spain.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE   each  
class)  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

How   Do   Spanish  
Kids   Have   Fun?  

The   lifestyle   in   Spain   is   all   about   being   outside   in   the   fresh   air.    Today   it   is   a   “fun-off”.  
Which   kids   have   more   fun?   It’s   Spain   VS   Canada.   

From   Taco’s   to  
Tapas  

Mealtime   in   Spain   is   a   big   deal.    They   have   2   hour   lunches   so   they   can   really   enjoy   their  
meals.    Let’s   experience   some   Spanish   cuisine   today   and   see   what   the   fuss   is   all   about.   

Running   of   the  
Bulls  

The   running   of   the   bulls   happens   every   year   at   the   festival   of   San   Fermin.    People   from   all  
over   the   world   come   to   watch   and   participate.    Today   we   will   look   at   the   origins   of   this  
event   and   discuss   the   good   and   the   bad   points.  

Football/Soccer  They   call   it   Football,   we   call   it   Soccer.    Does   it   really   matter   what   it's   called?    Let’s   play!!  

Mindfulness  Do   you   ever   get   stressed   out?   Overwhelmed?   Did   you   know   that   by   practicing   a   mental  
exercise   called   Mindfulness,   you   can   help   yourself   calm   down.    Let’s   check   it   out.  

How   is   Your   Love  
Tank?  

Everybody   has   an   internal   tank–   it   represents   our   contentness.   It   gets   depleted   or   filled  
depending   on   how   others   treat   us.   Is   your   love   tank   full   or   empty?   

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Spain   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Feb   16,   2021   -   Mar   23,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Wellness  

(includes   30   min  
of   PE   each  

class)  
 

9:30   am   to  
Noon  

How   Do   Spanish  
Teens   Have   Fun?  

The   lifestyle   in   Spain   is   all   about   being   outside   in   the   fresh   air.    Today   it   is   a   “fun-off”.  
Which   kids   have   more   fun?   It’s   Spain   VS   Canada.   

From   Taco’s   to  
Tapas  

Mealtime   in   Spain   is   a   big   deal.    They   have   2   hour   lunches   so   they   can   really   enjoy  
their   meals.    Let’s   experience   some   Spanish   cuisine   today   and   see   what   the   fuss   is   all  
about.   

Running   of   the   Bulls  The   running   of   the   bulls   happens   every   year   at   the   festival   of   San   Fermin.    People   from  
all   over   the   world   come   to   watch   and   participate.    Today   we   will   look   at   the   origins   of  
this   event   and   discuss   the   good   and   the   bad   points.  

Football/Soccer  They   call   it   Football,   we   call   it   Soccer.    Does   it   really   matter   what   it's   called?    Let’s   play!!  

Mindfulness  Do   you   ever   get   stressed   out?   Overwhelmed?   Did   you   know   that   by   practicing   a  
mental   exercise   called   Mindfulness,   you   can   help   yourself   calm   down.    Let’s   check   it  
out.  

How   is   Your   Love  
Tank?  

Everybody   has   an   internal   tank–   it   represents   our   contentedness.   It   gets   depleted   or  
filled   depending   on   how   others   treat   us.   Is   your   love   tank   full   or   empty.   

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to   3:00  

PM  

Mercury   and   Silver  Have   you   checked   the   temperature   lately?   If   so,   very   possibly   you   consulted   a   mercury  
thermometer.   Perhaps   you   wondered   where   the   mercury   came   from.   The   source   could  
well   have   been   the   Almadén   mine   in   Spain,   where   the   world’s   richest   mercury   deposit   is  
found.   ( Classroom   chemistry)  

Geometric   Patterns  
of   Alhambra  

There   are   many   glorious   geometric   patterns   in   the   Palace   of   Alhambra.    Did   you   know  
that   geometry   and   fractions   are   related.    Let’s   see   how   beautiful   Fractions   can   be   in   this  
class.   (Fractions)  

Torre   De   Cristal  The   Torre   de   Cristal   is   the    tallest   building   and   structure   in   Spain   and   the   third   in   the  
European   Union -   How   tall   is   the   Tower?    Let’s   find   out.(decimals)  

Mediterranian   Sea  Thermohaline   circulation   describes   the   movement   of   ocean   currents   due   to   differences  
in   temperature   and   salinity   in   different   regions   of   water.    In   this   class   we   will   recreate  
thermohaline   currents.    ( Liquids)  

Whether   the  
Weather   in   Spain   is  
Better  

What   is   the   weather    like   in   Spain?    What   is   the   weather   like   in   Canada?    Explore   the  
similarities   and   differences.   (Weather)  

Chimneys   at   Casa  
Mila  

Anthropomorphic   Buildings   -   What   am   I   even   talking   about?    An-thro-po-morphic   is   a  
fancy   word   for   buildings   that   resemble   humans,   and   Spain   has   a   few   amazing  
examples.    Let’s   check   them   out!   

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Spain   -   THURSDAY  

Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  
Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Feb   18,   2021   -   Mar   25,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  

All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Picasso  Why   is   there   an   eyeball   on   her   cheek?    Today   we   will   explore   the   works   of   Pablo   Picasso  
and   the   origins   of   Cubism   and   Surrealism.  

Flamenco   and  
Classical   Guitar  

The   music,   the   costumes,   the   drama.    That   is   Flamenco.    Today’s   class   will   introduce   you  
to   the   world   of   Flamenco   and   classical   guitar.  

Mosaics  Spain   has   some   of   the   most   beautiful   examples   of   mosaics   in   the   entire   world.    In   this  
class   we   will   look   at   some   examples   and   then   make   one   of   our   own   mosaics.  

Cave   of   Altamira  How   did   prehistoric   people   with   no   access   to   paint   make   these   incredible   paintings?  
Let’s   explore   natural   plants   and   items    we   can   use   for   pigments.  

Don   Quixote  Don   Quixote   was   written   in   1604.    This   work   has   been   influencing   novelists   ever   since,  
including   Dumas,   who   wrote   The   Three   Musketeers.    Today   we   will   find   out   what   is   so  
special   about   this   novel.  

The   Comb   of   the  
Wind  

This   sculpture   by    Eduardo   Chillida   is   amazing,   not   only   because   it   is   visually   stunning,   but  
it   makes   sounds   as   the   waves   crash   into   it.    Let’s   check   it   out!  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
LA/   Social  

Studies  
 

12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Where   in   the   World  
is   Spain?  

Cordillera   is   a   fancy   word   for   Mountain   Ranges.    We   have   lots   of   mountains   in   Canada.  
Are   there   Cordilleras   in   Spain?   Let’s   investigate   the   geography   of   Spain.  

A   Brief    History   of  
Spain  

From   the   prehistoric   Iberians   to   the   seafaring   Phoenicians   to   the   militant   Romans,   Spain  
has   a   fascinating   history.    Today   we   will   look   at   some   of   that   history.  

Where   are   You  
From?  

Do   any   of   you   have   Spanish   descent?    Where   is   your   family   from   originally?    Let’s  
research   our   families   origins.  

Spain   VS   Canada  We   are   fortunate   to   live   in   a   country   where   we   have   many   rights   and   freedoms.    How  
does   Spain   compare?    They   are   a   monarchy;   does   this   restrict   their   freedoms?    Let’s  
explore.  

Speaking   Spanish  Hola!   Como   estas?    If   you   come   to   this   class,   you   will   know   what   that   means   :)  

Ratoncito   Perez  Have   you   ever   heard   of   Ratoncito   Perez?    I   bet   you   have,   but   we   call   him   by   a   different  
name   in   Canada.   Today   we   will   discover   the   folklore   of   Spain.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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SPAIN   FEAST  
 
 

Join   us   on   Friday,  

March   26,   2021  
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

 
Crafts,   feast,   games   and   activities.  

 
(Menu   TBD)  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  

 
Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  

All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  
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SPRING   CAMPS  
 

Camps,  just  like  the  rest  of  our  programming,  may  include  art,  music  and  technology. Please  note  there                   
are  two  camps  starting  at  9  30  AM  and  12:30  PM.  They  run  for  2.5  hours  over  two  weeks  - 2  camps  are                        
included  in  the  BlendEd  program.  Fees  apply  for  any  additional  camps.  You  must  register  for  a  full                   
day.  Start  times  may  vary  due  to  staggered  entry  requirements. All  events  are  subject  to  change  due  to                  
covid-19   restrictions.   Lunch   supervision   is   $10.00  

  

SPRING   Camps   (2   Weeks)   
$50.00   each   for   Phoenix   students   or   $60.00   for   non-members  

Dates   April   6   &   13  April   8   &   15  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

 Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

9:30AM  Printing   Practice  
 

Writing   legibly   is  
important   -   you   won’t  

always   have   a  
keyboard   or   touch  
screen.   But   like  

everything   we   do   at  
Phoenix,   we   have   ways  

of   making   printing  
practice   fun!   (LA)  

How   I   Can   Help  
 

This   camp   is   about  
homelessness,   the  

challenges   faced   by   the  
less   fortunate,   and   some  
of   the   ways   that   we   can  

help.   (WELLNESS)  

Bear   Repair  
 

Bring   your   favorite  
stuffy   and   learn   some  

basic   first   aid   by  
practicing   on   your   bear   .  

.   .   or   other   stuffy!  
 

(WELLNESS)  

The   Lemonade   War  
 

Evan   and   his   sister  
Jessie   usually   get   along  

just   fine,   but   Evan  
doesn't   want   her   help  

with   his   lemonade   stand,  
even   though   he   could  

really   use   her   math   skills  
to   make   a   profit.   Can  

you   beat   your  
classmates   and   make  

the   best   lemonade   stand  
ever?  

Book   included.  
 

(LA/   MATH)  

12:00   Lunch  Lunch  

12:30  
PM  

How   I   Can   Help  
 

This   camp   is   about  
homelessness,   the  

challenges   faced   by   the  
less   fortunate,,   and  

some   of   the   ways   that  
we   can   help.  
(WELLNESS)  

Creative   Writing  
 

This   camp   offers  
students   a   chance   to  

create   an   original   piece   of  
writing,   share   it   with   their  
peers,   give   and   receive  
feedback,   and   perhaps  

present   their   final   work   to  
others.  
  (LA)  

Spring   Flowers  
 

We   will   go   look   at   the  
Phoenix   garden,   plant  
some   seeds   and   make  
spring   crafts   while   we  
wait   for   the   snow   to  

melt   and   the   flowers   to  
bloom!  

(FA/   SC)  

Basic   First   Aid   for   Kids  
 

Learn   some   basic   first  
aid   skills   and   then   get   a  
chance   to   practice   on  
the   Phoenix   school  

dogs!  
 

(Live   animals)  
(WELLNESS)  
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Sain�   Patric�’�   Day�  
 

Wear    green    and   celebrate   the   heritage   and   culture   of   the   Emerald   Isle.   
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

March   16-17,   2021  
Noon   -   12:30   PM  

FREE  
 

 
 

 

Seed�   Day�  
Apri�   14/15  

Come   to   the   seedy   side   of   tracks.   Plant   a   seed   or   three   for   the  
Phoenix   garden.    All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19  

restrictions.  

Noon   -   12:30   PM  
                          FREE  

                                                         Will   be   in   the   Learning   Commons!  
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MAY   THE   4TH   BE   WITH   YOU!  
 
Embrace   your   inner   Jedi   or   Vader   and   dress   to   impress   in   your   best   Star  
Wars   gear!    All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

May   4th,   2021  
Noon   -   12:30   PM  

FREE  
 

 
 

 

Cinc�   d�   May�  
Ma�   5t�   

Let’s   celebrate   Mexican   culture   and   enjoy   a   taco   today!  

         All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  
 

Noon   -   12:30   PM  
                          FREE  

                                                          Will   be   in   the   Learning   Commons!  
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WELCOME   TO  

Amazing   Race  
Canada  

 

 

**  The  fee  for  classes  is  $180  per  block  of  6  classes  for  non-members  or  $150  for  Phoenix  students.  You                                        
have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  this  booking.  A�er  that,                                    
there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch  classes  but  a  $25.00  fee  will                                    
apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use  photos  from  the  event  on  the  school                                
website,  Facebook  site  &  in  print  materials  .  NOT  an  allergen-free  zone! All  events  are  subject  to  change                               
due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  
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Theme   4:   Amazing   Race   Canada   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1  Grade   2-3  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -  
NOON  

LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   WELLNESS   BLOCK  

 Canadian   Geography  Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual   Arts  
in   Canada  

Time   Zones   Across   Canada  Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

 Igloo’s   and   Longhouses  Inukshuks   to   Soapstone  Canada   Rocks  Canadian   Courtesy  

 Languages   of   Canada  What   is   the   Group   of   7?  How   Big   is   Canada?   From   Charlotte   Small   to  
Chris   Hatfield  

 Lucy   Maud   Montgomery  
and   Other   Canadian  
Authors  

From   Fred   Penner   to   Susan  
Aglukark   -   Canadian  
Musicians  

Mt   Rundle,   Rundestone   He   Shoots,   He   Scores   

 Inuit   Life   (Michael  
Kusugak)  

Jim   Carrey   -   Comedy  Provinces   of   Canada   Uniquely   Canadian   Food  

 Amazing   Race   Phoenix  Have   you   seen   my   Toonie?  
 

Plotting   a   Corn   Maze  Are   you   S.A.D?   

 

12:00   -  
12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  

 Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

Canadian   Geography  Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual   Arts  
in   Canada  

Avro   Arrow  

 Canadian   Courtesy  Inuit   Life   (Michael   Kusugak)  Inukshuks   to   Soapstone  How   Big   is   Canada  

 From   Charlotte   Small   to  
Chris   Hatfield  

Who   Wrote   the   Best   Book?  Who   is   the   Group   of   7  Wetlands   in   Canada  

 He   Shoots,   He   Scores  Languages   of   Canada  From   Fred   Penner   to   Susan  
Aglukark   -   Canadian  
Musicians  

Mt   Rundle   and   Rundlestone  

 Uniquely   Canadian   Foods  The   Princess   Province  Jim   Carrey   -   Comedy  Tallest   Towers   in   Canada  

 Are   you   S.A.D?   Amazing   Race   Phoenix  Have   you   seen   my   Toonie?  Plotting   a   Corn   Maze  

 
● Half   day   registration   allowed  
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Thursday  

9:30   -  
NOON  

SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  

 How   Big   is   Canada?  Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

Canadian   Geography  Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual  
Arts   in   Canada  

 Bees   and   Butterflies  Canadian   Courtesy  Languages   of   Canada  Inukshuks   to   Soapstone  

 Tallest   Towers   in   Canada   From   Charlotte   Small   to   Chris  
Hatfield  

Who   are   the   First   Nations?  Who   is   the   Group   of   7?  

 Plants   in   Canada  He   Shoots,   He   Scores   Book   Club  From   Fred   Penner   to  
Susan   Aglukark  

 Button   Blankets  Uniquely   Canadian   Foods  The   Princess   Province   Jim   Carrey   -   Comedy  

 Summer   in   Canada   Are   you   S.A.D?   Amazing   Race   Phoenix  Have   you   seen   my  
Toonie?  

12:00   -  
12:30   

LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -  
3:00   

FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  

 Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual   Arts  
in   Canada  

Boats   and   Buoyancy  Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

Canadian   Geography   -  

 Inukshuks   to   Soapstone  Hot   and   Cold   Temperatures  Canadian   Courtesy  Languages   of   Canada  

 Who   is   the   Group   of   7?  Rocks   and   Minerals   From   Charlotte   Small   to   Chris  
Hatfield  

Social   Responsibility   

 From   Fred   Penner   to   Susan  
Aglukark  

How   Big   is   Canada?   He   Shoots,   He   Scores  Why   is   July   1st   a   holiday?   

 Jim   Carrey   -   Comedy  Tallest   Towers   in   Canada   Uniquely   Canadian   Food  The   Great   Depression   in  
Canada  

 Have   you   seen   my   Toonie?  Mt   Rundle   and   Rundlestone  Are   you   S.A.D?   Amazing   Race   Phoenix  

 
 

● Half   day   registration   allowed  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   27,   2021   -   June   1,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Canadian   Geography  Canada   is   divided   into   Provinces   and   Territories.    What   are   they   called?    Do   we  
have   a   capital   city?    Today   we   will   learn   all   about   Canadian   geography.  

Igloo’s   and   Longhouses  Some   people   live   in   houses;   some   people   live   in   apartments.    Before   there   were  
cities,   what   did   people   live   in?    (Past   -   My   Community)  

Languages   of   Canada  Did   you   know   that    over   200   languages   are   currently   spoken   in   Canada?    Today   we  
will   discover   some   of   those   languages.  

Lucy   Maud   Montgomery  
and   other   Canadian  
Authors  

Have   you   heard   of   Ann   of   Green   Gables?    The   books   were   written   by   a   Canadian  
Author.    Today   we   will   learn   about   Lucy   Maud   Montgomery   and   other   beloved  
Canadian   authors.  

Inuit   Life   (Michael  
Kusugak)  

Michael   Arvaarluk   Kusugak   is   a   storyteller   and   a   Canadian   children's   writer,   who  
tells   stories   about   Arctic   and   Inuit   culture.    Let's   learn   about   him   today.  

Amazing   Race   Phoenix  In   this   class   we   learn   why   The   Amazing   Race   is   such   a   popular   television   program  
and   maybe   even   have   a   race   of   our   own.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Wellness  

(includes   30   min  
of   PE   each  

class)  
 

12:30   pm   to  
3:00   pm  

Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

The   indigenous   people   of   Canada   used   to   travel   a   lot.   Did   you   know   they   made  
their   own   energy   bar?    It   was   called   pemmican.    Let’s   learn   about   the   foods   the  
indigenous   people   ate   and   make   some   energy   food   of   our   own.  

Canadian   Courtesy  Why   do   Canadians   have   a   reputation   for   saying   “I'm   sorry”?    Canada   is  
considered   the   16th   most   friendly   country   in   the   world.    How   are   your   manners?   

From   Charlotte   Small   to  
Chris   Hatfield  

We   have   so   many   amazing   Canadian   role   models   from   activists   to   astronauts.  
Today   we   will   learn   about   some   of   our   inspirational   Canadians.  

He   Shoots,   He   Scores  Did   you   know   our   national   sport   is   not   hockey?    Canada   is   home   to   some   world  
class   athletes.    Let’s   learn   about   them   and   give   some   of   their   sports   a   try.  

Uniquely   Canadian   Foods  Do   you   love   poutine?    How   about   Smarties?    If   so,   you   better   stock   up   if   you   ever  
leave   Canada   because   they   can   only   be   found   here.    Let’s   see   what   other   foods  
are   only   found   in   Canada.  

Are   you   S.A.D?   Do   you   ever   get   sad?   Happy?   Grumpy?    In   this   class   we   will   explore   our  
emotions.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   1   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   29,   2021   -   June   3,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

How   Big   is   Canada?  How   far   is   it   from   Calgary   to   Vancouver?    How   long   would   it   take   you   to   drive  
across   Canada.    Today   we   talk   about   distance.   (measurement)  

Bees   and   Butterflies   Canada   is   home   to   many   unique   species   of   bees   and   butterflies.    Without   these  
cute   little   bugs    we   would   have   very   empty   grocery   stores.    Let’s   learn   about  
these   amazing   pollinators.   (needs   of   plants)  

Tallest   Towers   in   Canada  The   CN   Tower   in   Toronto   is   the   tallest   tower   in   Canada.    How   does   that   compare  
with   the   Calgary   Tower?    Let's   explore   the   tallest   towers   in   Canada.   (addition)  

Plants   in   Canada  Have   you   checked   out   the   Phoenix   garden   yet?    Let’s   go   and   see   what’s  
growing   in   the   garden.    How   do   we   get   the   plants   to   grow   so   big?   (needs   of  
plants)  

Button   Blankets   At   traditional   naming   ceremonies,   it   is   considered   essential   to   present   the  
recipient   with   a   special   blanket   decorated   with   their   family   crest.   How   many  
buttons   does   it   take   to   make   a   button   blanket?    Let’s   explore   this   unique   and  
practical   art   form.   (addition)  

Summer   in   Canada  Summer   in   Alberta   is   short   and   sweet.    What   is   summer   like   in   the   rest   of  
Canada?   
(seasons)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  

(includes   30   min  
of   Music   each  

class)  
 

12:30   pm   to  
3:00   pm  

Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual  
Arts   in   Canada  

Canada   is   home   to   an   incredible   array   of   visual   artists.    Today,   we   will   look   at   the  
artwork   of    Christi   Marlene   Belcourt.   She   is   a   Métis   visual   artist   and   author  
famous   for   her   floral   acrylic   paintings.  

Inukshuks   to   Soapstone  
Sculpture  

What   are   inukshuks?    Are   they   giant   sculptures   or   something   more?    Let’s   look  
at   some   of   the   sculptures   around   Canada.    You   may   be   inspired   to   create   your  
own   work   of   art.  

Who   is   the   Group   of   7?  The   Group   of   Seven,   also   sometimes   known   as   the   Algonquin   School,   was   a  
group   of   Canadian   landscape   painters   from   1920   to   1933.    Their   paintings   are  
world   famous.    Can   you   paint   like   the   group   of   7?  

From   Fred   Penner   to  
Susan   Aglukark  

There   are   so   many   famous   Canadian   Musicians.    Today   we   will   listen   to   some  
Canadian   musicians   and   maybe   you   will   hear   types   of   music   you   have   never  
heard   before.  

Jim   Carrey.    Comedy   in  
Canada  

Let’s   exercise   our   funny   bone   today.    In   this   class   we   look   at   Canadian  
comedians   and   we   will   try   our   hand   at   comedy.  

Have   you   seen   my  
Toonie?  

Bill   Reid   is   a   Haida   artist   famous   for   his   sculptures,   jewelry   and   printmaking.    If   you  
have   ever   been   in   the   Vancouver   airpor,t   you   have   probably   seen   one   of   his  
sculptures.    Recently   his   work   had   been   added   to   the   Canadian   Toonie.    Let’s  
discover   the   work   of   Bill   Reid.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there   are  
no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If   your  
child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an   allergy  
free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants   Phoenix  
permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   27,   2021   -   June   1,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 
 

Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
 
 

9:30   to  
12:00   PM  

Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual  
Arts   in   Canada  

Canada   is   home   to   an   incredible   array   of   visual   artists.    Today,   we   will   look   at   the  
artwork   of    Christi   Marlene   Belcourt.   She   is   a   Métis   visual   artist   and   author  
famous   for   her   floral   acrylic   paintings.  

Inukshuks   to   Soapstone.  
Sculpture  

What   are   inukshuks?    Are   they   giant   sculptures   or   something   more?    Let’s   look  
at   some   of   the   sculptures   around   Canada.    You   may   be   inspired   to   create   your  
own   work   of   art.  

Who   is   the   Group   of   7?  The   Group   of   Seven,   also   sometimes   known   as   the   Algonquin   School,   was   a  
group   of   Canadian   landscape   painters   from   1920   to   1933.    Their   paintings   are  
world   famous.    Can   you   paint   like   the   group   of   7?  

From   Fred   Penner   to  
Susan   Aglukark  

There   are   so   many   famous   Canadian   Musicians.    Today   we   will   listen   to   some  
Canadian   musicians   and   maybe   you   will   hear   types   of   music   you   have   never  
heard   before.  

Jim   Carrey.    Comedy   in  
Canada  

Let’s   exercise   our   funny   bone   today.    In   this   class   we   look   at   Canadian  
comedians   and   we   will   try   our   hand   at   comedy.  

Have   you   seen   my  
Toonie?  

Bill   Reid   is   a   Haida   artist   famous   for   his   sculptures,   jewelry   and   printmaking.    If  
you   have   ever   been   in   the   Vancouver   airport,   you   have   probably   seen   one   of   his  
sculptures.    Recently   his   work   had   been   added   to   the   Canadian   Toonie.    Let’s  
discover   the   work   of   Bill   Reid.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Canadian   Geography  Canada   is   divided   into   Provinces   and   Territories.    What   are   they   called?    Do   we  
have   a   capital   city?    Today   we   will   learn   all   about   Canadian   Geography.  

Inuit   Life   (Michael  
Kusugak)  

Michael   Arvaarluk   Kusugak   is   a   storyteller   and   a   Canadian   children's   writer,  
who   tells   stories   about   Arctic   and   Inuit   culture.    Let's   learn   about   him   today.  

Who   Wrote   the   Best  
Book?  

Have   you   heard   of   Ann   of   Green   Gables?    The   books   were   written   by   a   Canadian  
Author.    Today   we   will   learn   about   Lucy   Maud   Montgomery   and   other   beloved  
Canadian   authors   and   decide   which   ones   you   like   best.  

Languages   of   Canada  Did   you   know   the   over   200   languages   are   currently   spoken   in   Canada?    Today  
we   will   discover   some   of   those   languages.  

The   Princess   Province  Hey   buddy,   kiddo,   cutie   pie.    Do   you   have   a   nickname?    Canadian   provinces  
have   nicknames   too.    Let’s   discover   what   they   are   during   this   class.  

Amazing   Race   Phoenix  In   this   class   we   learn   why   The   Amazing   Race   is   such   a   popular   television  
program   and   maybe   even   have   a   race   of   our   own.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   2-3   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   29,   2021   -   June   3,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  
 

Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

The   Indigenous   people   of   Canada   used   to   travel   a   lot.   Did   you   know   they   made  
their   own   energy   bar?    It   was   called   pemmican.    Let’s   learn   about   the   foods   the  
indigenous   people   ate   and   make   some   energy   food   of   our   own.  

Canadian   Courtesy  Why   do   Canadians   have   a   reputation   for   saying   “I'm   sorry”?    Canada   is   considered  
the   16th   most   friendly   country   in   the   world.    How   are   your   manners?   

From   Charlotte   Small   to  
Chris   Hatfield   -   Canadian  
Role   Models  

We   have   so   many   amazing   Canadian   role   models   from   activists   to   astronauts.  
Today   we   will   learn   about   some   of   our   inspirational   Canadians.  

He   Shoots,   He   Scores  Did   you   know   our   national   sport   is   not   hockey?    Canada   is   home   to   some   world  
class   athletes.    Let’s   learn   about   them   and   give   some   of   their   sports   a   try.  

Uniquely   Canadian   Foods  Do   you   love   poutine?    How   about   Smarties?    If   so,   you   better   stock   up   if   you   ever  
leave   Canada   because   they   can   only   be   found   here.    Let’s   see   what   other   foods  
are   only   found   in   Canada.  

Are   you   S.A.D?   Do   you   ever   get   sad?   Happy?   Grumpy?    In   this   class   we   will   explore   our   emotions.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to  

3:00  

Boats   and   Buoyancy  If   I   gave   you   some   tree   bark,   some   sticks   and   some   glue,   could   you   make   a   boat?  
The   First   Nations   people   did   just   that.    Let’s   learn   all   about   boats   and   what   keeps  
them   afloat.   (boats   and   buoyancy)  

Hot   and   Cold  
Temperatures   

Canada   is   a   country   of   extreme   temperature   differences.    Let’s   take   a   look   at   the  
temperatures   across   Canada   and   graph   them   out   so   we   can   really   see   how  
extreme   the   weather   can   be.   (graphing)  

Rocks   and   Minerals  From   fossils   to   amethyst   and   from   gold   to   coal   Canada   is   a   country   with   many  
incredible   minerals   to   discover.    Today   we   will   explore   rocks   and   minerals   and  
learn   to   catalogue   our   discoveries,   just   like   the   museums   do.   (catalogue,   geology)  

How   Big   is   Canada?  Canada   is   divided   into   Provinces   and   Territories.   How   big   are   they?     How   big   is  
Canada   in   comparison   to   the   other   countries?    Today   we   will   find   out   if   we   are   the  
biggest   country   in   the   world.   (contrast   and   compare)  

Tallest   Towers   in   Canada  The   CN   Tower   in   Toronto   is   the   tallest   tower   in   Canada.    How   does   that   compare  
with   the   Calgary   Tower?    Let's   explore   the   tallest   towers   in   Canada.   (graphing)  

Mt   Rundle   and  
Rundlestone  

Mt   Rundle   is   a   limestone   shale   limestone   sandwich   and   a   pretty   spectacular   piece  
of   geology.    Let’s   check   it   out.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   27,   2021   -   June   1,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 
Science   /  

Math  
 

9:30   am   to  
Noon  

Time   Zones   across  If   it’s   10   am   in   Alberta,   then   it’s   9   am   in   BC   and   it’s   11   am   in   Ontario.    Wait!   What?  
Today   let’s   learn   about   time   zones.   (time)  

Canada   Rocks  From   fossils   to   amethyst   and   from   gold   to   coal   Canada   is   a   country   with   many  
incredible   minerals   to   discover.    Today   we   will   explore   rocks   and   minerals   and  
learn   just   how   much   Canada   Rocks.   (geology)  

How   Big   is   Canada?  How   far   is   it   from   Calgary   to   Vancouver?    How   long   would   it   take   you   to   drive  
across   Canada.    Today   we   talk   about   distance.   (distance)  

Mt   Rundle,   Rundestone   Mt   Rundle   is   a   limestone   shale   limestone   sandwich   and   a   pretty   spectacular  
piece   of   geology.    Let’s   check   it   out.   (geography,   geology)  

Provinces   of   Canada   Canada   is   divided   into   Provinces   and   Territories.   How   big   are   they?     How   big   is  
Canada   in   comparison   to   other   countries?    Are   we   the   biggest   country   in   the  
world?    Can   you   prove   it?   (perimeter)  

Plotting   a   Corn   Maze   Alberta   is   home   to   some   pretty   aMAZing   corn   mazes.    What   does   it   take   to   plot  
out   one   of   these   corn   mazes?    Let’s   plot   out   our   very   own   corn   maze.  
(measurement)  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual  
Arts   in   Canada  

Canada   is   home   to   an   incredible   array   of   visual   artists.    Today,   we   will   look   at   the  
artwork   of    Christi   Marlene   Belcourt.   She   is   a   Métis   visual   artist   and   author  
famous   for   her   floral   acrylic   paintings.  

Inukshuks   to   Soapstone  
 

What   are   inukshuks?    Are   they   giant   sculptures   or   something   more?    Let’s   look  
at   some   of   the   sculptures   around   Canada.    You   may   be   inspired   to   create   your  
own   work   of   art.   (sculpture)  

Who   is   the   Group   of   7?  The   Group   of   Seven,   also   sometimes   known   as   the   Algonquin   School,   was   a  
group   of   Canadian   landscape   painters   from   1920   to   1933.    Their   paintings   are  
world   famous.    Can   you   paint   like   the   group   of   7?  

From   Fred   Penner   to  
Susan   Aglukark  

There   are   so   many   famous   Canadian   Musicians.    Today   we   will   listen   to   some  
Canadian   musicians   and   maybe   you   will   hear   types   of   music   you   have   never  
heard   before.  

Jim   Carrey   -   Comedy   in  
Canada  

Let’s   exercise   our   funny   bone   today.    In   this   class   we   look   at   Canadian  
comedians   and   we   will   try   our   hand   at   comedy.  

Have   you   seen   my  
Toonie?  

Bill   Reid   is   a   Haida   artist   famous   for   his   sculptures,   jewelry   and   printmaking.    If  
you   have   ever   been   in   the   Vancouver   airport   you   have   probably   seen   one   of   his  
sculptures.    Recently   his   work   had   been   added   to   the   Canadian   Toonie.    Let’s  
discover   the   work   of   Bill   Reid.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   3-4   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   29,   2021   -   June   3,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
 

LA/   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Canadian   Geography  Canada   is   divided   into   Provinces   and   Territories.   What   are   they?   Where   are   they?  
Does   each   province   have   a   capital?    Let’s   learn   about   Canadian   geography   

Languages   of   Canada  Did   you   know   that   over   200   languages   are   currently   spoken   in   Canada?    Today  
we   will   discover   some   of   those   languages.  

Who   are   the   First  
Nations?  

In   Canada   we   have   3   distinct   indiginous   groups?   Lets   learn   about   these   groups  
and   see   what   makes   them   so   unique.   (FNMI)  

Book   Club  Have   you   heard   of   Ann   of   Green   Gables?    The   books   were   written   by   a   Canadian  
Author.    Today   we   will   learn   about   Lucy   Maud   Montgomery   and   other   beloved  
Canadian   authors.  

The   Princess   Province  Hey   buddy,   kiddo,   cutie   pie.    Do   you   have   a   nickname?    Canadian   provinces  
have   nicknames   too.    Let’s   discover   what   they   are   during   this   class.  

Amazing   Race   Phoenix  In   this   class   we   learn   why   The   Amazing   Race   is   such   a   popular   television  
program   and   maybe   even   have   a   race   of   our   own.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

The   indigenous   people   of   Canada   used   to   travel   a   lot.   Did   you   know   they   made  
their   own   energy   bar?    It   was   called   pemmican.    Let’s   learn   about   the   foods   the  
indigenous   people   ate   and   make   some   energy   food   of   our   own.  

Canadian   Courtesy  Why   do   Canadian   have   a   reputation   for   saying   “I'm   sorry”?    Canada   is  
considered   the   16th   most   friendly   country   in   the   world.    How   are   your   manners?   

From   Charlotte   Small   to  
Chris   Hatfield   -   Canadian  
Role   Models  

We   have   so   many   amazing   Canadian   role   models   from   activists   to   astronauts.  
Today   we   will   learn   about   some   of   our   inspirational   Canadians.  

He   Shoots,   He   Scores   -  
Sports   in   Canada  

Did   you   know   our   national   sport   is   not   hockey?    Canada   is   home   to   some   world  
class   athletes.    Let’s   learn   about   them   and   give   some   of   their   sports   a   try.  

Uniquely   Canadian   Foods  Do   you   love   poutine?    How   about   Smarties?    If   so,   you   better   stock   up   if   you   ever  
leave   Canada   because   they   can   only   be   found   here.    Let’s   see   what   other   foods  
are   only   found   in   Canada.  

Are   you   S.A.D?   Do   you   ever   get   sad?   happy?   grumpy?    Did   you   know   that   the   seasons   can  
affect   our   emotions?   In   this   class   we   will   explore   the   relation   between   the  
seasons   and   our   emotions.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   TUESDAY  
Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   27,   2021   -   June   1,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Wellness  
(includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Pemmican   and   Other  
Indigenous   Foods  

The   indigenous   people   of   Canada   used   to   travel   a   lot.   Did   you   know   they   made  
their   own   energy   bar?    It   was   called   pemmican.    Let’s   learn   about   the   foods   the  
indigenous   people   ate   and   make   some   energy   food   of   our   own.  

Canadian   Courtesy  Why   do   Canadian   have   a   reputation   for   saying   “I'm   sorry”?    Canada   is  
considered   the   16th   most   friendly   country   in   the   world.    How   are   your   manners?   

From   Charlotte   Small   to  
Chris   Hatfield   -   Canadian  
Role   Models  

We   have   so   many   amazing   Canadian   role   models   from   activists   to   astronauts.  
Today   we   will   learn   about   some   of   our   inspirational   Canadians.  

He   Shoots,   He   Scores   -  
Sports   in   Canada  

Did   you   know   our   national   sport   is   not   hockey?    Canada   is   home   to   some   world  
class   athletes.    Let’s   learn   about   them   and   give   some   of   their   sports   a   try.  

Uniquely   Canadian   Foods  Do   you   love   poutine?    How   about   Smarties?    If   so,   you   better   stock   up   if   you   ever  
leave   Canada   because   they   can   only   be   found   here.    Let’s   see   what   other   foods  
are   only   found   in   Canada.  

Are   you   S.A.D?   Do   you   ever   get   sad?   happy?   grumpy?    Did   you   know   that   the   seasons   can  
affect   our   emotions?   In   this   class   we   will   explore   the   relation   between   the   season  
and   our   emotions.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
 

Science   /  
Math  

 
12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Avro   Arrow   -   Canadian  
Innovation  

The   Avro   Canada   CF-105   Arrow   was   a   supersonic   interceptor   jet   aircraft  
designed   and   built   in   the   1950s.   The   Arrow   was   one   of   the   most   advanced  
aircraft   of   its   era,   helping   to   establish   Canada   as   a   world   leader   in   scientific  
research   and   development.    What   other   inventions   are   uniquely   Canadian?  

How   Big   is   Canada   -  
Population  

How   big   is   Canada   in   comparison   to   the   other   countries?    Today   we   will   find  
out   if   we   are   the   biggest   country   in   the   world.   (data   collection)  

Wetlands   in   Canada  Wetlands   are   one   of   Earth's   most   productive   ecosystems,   supporting   a   high  
number   of   species   at   risk,migratory   birds,   fish,   amphibians,   and   wide   diversity   of  
plants.   Canada's   land   mass   is   16%   wetlands.    Why   is   this   significant?   

Mt   Rundle   and  
Rundlestone   -   3d   shapes,  
volume  

Mt   Rundle   is   a   limestone   shale   limestone   sandwich   and   a   pretty   spectacular  
piece   of   geology.    What   is   its   3d   shape?   What   is   its   volume?    How   does   one  
even   figure   that   out?    Come   to   this   class   to   learn   how.   (Shapes   and   Volume)  

Tallest   Towers   in   Canada  The   CN   Tower   in   Toronto   is   the   tallest   tower   in   Canada.    How   does   that   compare  
with   the   Calgary   Tower?    Let's   explore   the   tallest   towers   in   Canada.   

Plotting   a   Corn   Maze  Alberta   is   home   to   some   pretty   aMAZing   corn   mazes.    What   does   it   take   to   plot  
out   one   of   these   corn   mazes?    Let’s   plot   out   our   very   own   corn   maze.  
(geometry/surface   area)  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Amazing   Race   Canada   -   THURSDAY  
Material   at   Grade   5-6   Level  

Time  Lesson   Titles  Classes   run   from   Apr   29,   2021   -   June   3,   2021   -   Order   may   vary  
All   events   are   subject   to   change   due   to   covid-19   restrictions.  

 
Fine   Arts  
(includes   30  
min   of   Music  
each   class)  

 
9:30   am   to  

Noon  

Christi   Belcourt   -   Visual  
Arts   in   Canada  

Canada   is   home   to   an   incredible   array   of   visual   artists.    Today,   we   will   look   at   the  
artwork   of    Christi   Marlene   Belcourt.   She   is   a   Métis   visual   artist   and   author  
famous   for   her   floral   acrylic   paintings.  

Inukshuks   to   Soapstone  What   are   inukshuks?    Are   they   giant   sculptures   or   something   more?    Let’s   look  
at   some   of   the   sculptures   around   Canada.    You   may   be   inspired   to   create   your  
own   work   of   art.   (sculpture)  

Who   is   the   Group   of   7?  The   Group   of   Seven,   also   sometimes   known   as   the   Algonquin   School,   was   a  
group   of   Canadian   landscape   painters   from   1920   to   1933.    Their   paintings   are  
world   famous.    Can   you   paint   like   the   group   of   7?  

From   Fred   Penner   to  
Susan   Aglukark  

There   are   so   many   famous   Canadian   Musicians.    Today   we   will   listen   to   some  
Canadian   musicians   and   maybe   you   will   hear   types   of   music   you   have   never  
heard   before.  

Jim   Carrey   -   Comedy   in  
Canada  

Let’s   exercise   our   funny   bone   today.    In   this   class   we   look   at   Canadian  
comedians   and   we   will   try   our   hand   at   comedy.  

Have   you   seen   my  
Toonie?  

Bill   Reid   is   a   Haida   artist   famous   for   his   sculptures,   jewelry   and   printmaking.    If  
you   have   ever   been   in   the   Vancouver   airport   you   have   probably   seen   one   of   his  
sculptures.    Recently   his   work   had   been   added   to   the   Canadian   Toonie.    Let’s  
discover   the   work   of   Bill   Reid.  

12:00   to  
12:30  Lunch   -   fees   apply  

 
LA/   Social  

Studies  
 

12:30   to  
3:00   PM  

Canadian   Geography  Canada   is   divided   into   Provinces   and   Territories.   What   are   they?   Where   are   they?  
Does   each   province   have   a   capital?    Let’s   learn   about   Canadian   geography   

Languages   of   Canada  Did   you   know   the   over   200   languages   are   currently   spoken   in   Canada?    Today  
we   will   discover   some   of   those   languages.  

Social   Responsibility   -  
Caring   for   Canada  

Social   responsibility   involves:   Advocating   citizenship   and   volunteerism   to   take  
good   care   of   people   and   the   earth.    How   do   we   demonstrate   our   social  
responsibility?  

Why   is   July   1st   a  
Holiday?  

On   July   1st   we   celebrate   Canada   Day.    It   is   generally   known   as   Canada’s  
birthday,   but   Canada   existed   long   before   July   1,   1867.    So   what   exactly   are   we  
celebrating?   (confederation)  

The   Great   Depression   in  
Canada  

The   Dirty   Thirties   indicates   a   time   when   Canada   experienced   a   great  
depression.    How   did   this   a ffect   ways   of   life   in   urban   and   rural   communities   and  
what   part   did   WW1   and   WW2   play   in   the   Great   Depression?    Let’s   dig   into   this.  

Amazing   Race   Phoenix  In   this   class   we   learn   why   The   Amazing   Race   is   such   a   popular   television  
program   and   maybe   even   have   a   race   of   our   own.  

We   all   make   mistakes!    You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.    After   that   time,   there  
are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.    Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.    If  
your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges,   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help.    Phoenix   is   not   an  
allergy   free   zone.    If   your   child   has   severe   allergies   you   are   required   to   stay   on   site.    Registration   in   classes   or   events   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   videos   taken   by   staff   for   marketing   purposes.  
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OUTDOOR   ED   WEEKS  
 

June   7-17,   2021  
 

We   will   be   out   doing   things   in   the   community   -   we   hope   to   do   Drumheller,   the   science   centre,   the   zoo,   Camp   Chestermere  
and   sooooo   much   more.   Please   stay   tuned.  
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How   do   I   get   in   touch   with  
my   Learning   Coach?  

 
Book   a   meeting   with   them   using   YouCanBook.me  

 
Just   go   to   your   browser   and   type   in  

https://firstlast.youcanbook  
 

 

 

YEAR   END   CEREMONY  
 

Join   us   on   Friday  

June   18,   2021  
Invite   your   friends   and   family.   

Time:   10:00   am   –   12:00   pm  
FREE  

 
Kinder   certificates,   graduate  

acknowledgement   
and   special   awards  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  
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SCHOLASTICS   AND   RESOURCES  
 

Order   your   books   through   us   –   the   Foundation   benefits   and   so   do   you!  

 

Resources  
Rent   a   textbook!  

Rent   a   microscope!  

Rent   a   novel   study!  

Rent   a   sewing   machine!  

Buy   a   workbook!  

See   the   front   desk   for   more   information.   
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OTHER   IMPORTANT   THINGS  
 

ALLERGIES  -  Phoenix CANNOT  in  any  way  guarantee  that  the  Centre  is  allergen  free. We  ask  that                  
people  be  aware  and  do  not  bring  common  causes  of  anaphylaxis  to  the  centre.  Depending  on  their  age,  anyone                    
with  an  anaphylaxis  allergy  must  either  keep  their  Epi-pen  on  their  person  or  have  their  parent  on-site  with  them  at                     
all   times.  

CURRICULUM  BASED  –  All  our  classes  are  curriculum  based.  An  objective  sheet  is  available  for  each  class  with                   
exception   of   kinder   classes.  

RISKS  -  Parents  assume  all  responsibility  and  risk  for  themselves  and  their  children  while  participating  in  any                  
Phoenix   activity.  

PHOTOS  -  During  events,  Phoenix  staff  may  be  taking  photos  for  use  on  the  web  site  and  in  other  promotional                     
materials.  Registration  in  the  event  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  use  these  photos,  which  may  include  you  and  your                   
children, in   such   a   manner.   

REFUNDS  /  CANCELLATIONS  -  Class  fees  are non-refundable  unless  the  event  is  cancelled  by  Phoenix. You                 
have 48  hours  from  time  we  receive  your  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  your                  
booking.  After  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch  classes,  but  a                   
$25.00   fee   will   apply.   

This  class  schedule  is  subject  to  change;  please  make  sure  you  check  our  website  for  up-to-date  information  and                   
complete  registration  details  - www.phoenixfoundation.ca Friday  at  2:00  PM  is  the  cut-off  time  for               
registrations   for   the   next   week   unless   indicated   otherwise.  

RESTRICTIONS  - Participants  in  any  PHOENIX  sponsored  functions,  field  trips,  events,  classes  or  programs  agree                
to  follow  the Code  of  Conduct  and  the Field  trip  Policy .  As  such,  Phoenix  reserves  the  right  to  deny  future                     
access   to   any   events,   functions,   field   trips,   or   programs   if   this   code   is   violated   by   a   participant   or   parent.  

INTERNET   USE   -    Phoenix   provides   a   guest   WiFi   network   for   your   convenience,   but   please   respect   our   rules:   

NO   STREAMING   VIDEOS  

NO   GAMING  

NO   DOWNLOADING   SOFTWARE,   VIDEOS,   OR   UPDATES  

Use   the   Internet   responsibly   to   preserve   our   bandwidth.   Thank   you.  
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NEW:    On-site   Changes   for   2020-2021   school   year  

Parents   on-site  
Parents   will   no   longer   be   permitted   to   stay   on-site   while   their   child(ren)   is   in   class.   Instead,   they   will   need   to   drop  
their   child(ren)   and   pick   them   up   at   the   designated   time.   The   parking   lot   has   been   reconfigured   to   accommodate  
a   drop-zone   and   fewer   parking   stalls.   Staff   will   monitor   the   parking   lot   drop-off   and   pick-up   times.  
 
Parents   of   students   on   an   IPP   with   a   requirement   for   an   aide,   or   a   requirement   for   a   parent   to   be   on-site   will   be  
permitted   to   stay.   There   will   be   a   designated   space   in   the   Learning   Commons   for   these   parents.   Please   do   your  
best   to   keep   younger   siblings   at   home.  
 
Cohorts  
 
Students   registered   in   a   block   of   classes   will   be   considered   a   cohort   (ie,   Grade   1   for   Fantastic   Beasts   -   Tuesday).  
This   cohort   must   stay   together   for   the    entire    school   day   and    no   new   students   may   arrive   in   the   afternoon   to  
join   the   cohort.   

Class   Registration  
 
In   order   to   ensure   that   class   numbers   are   not   unevenly   distributed   over   the   school   year,   the   school   year   has  
been   divided   into   2   terms.  
 
In   order   to   meet   the   cohort   and   class   schedule   requirements,   Phoenix   has   implemented   the   following   changes  
to   class   registration   and   requirements:   
 

● Students   must   register   for   the    entire    day   of   classes   (both   blocks).  
● Students   must   register   for   the    entire    block.  
● Single   class   registration   is    no   longer    permitted.   
● Registration   for   afternoon   only   classes   is    not    permitted   (except   for   Amazing   Race   Canada).  
● Students   may   register   for   classes   on   a   Tuesday    or    a   Thursday,   but   not   both.  
● Class   size   is   frozen   at   14   students.  
● There   is   no   waitlist.  
● Registration   must   be   completed   using   bookwhen.   Payment   (if   required)   is   due   at   registration.  

 
 

BlendEd   Students  
 
BlendEd   students   must   register   for   their   required   classes   (5   blocks   in   the   Creation   Studio   and   2   camps)  
as   follows:  
 

● Must    register   for   their   required   classes    during    their   Meet   and   Greet   meeting   with   their   Learning  
Coach   between    August   18   -   September   3 .   If   you   are   not   able   to   book   your   meeting   during   this  
time,   your   Learning   Coach   will   select   classes   for   you   on   September   3.   Email   class   requests   will  
not   be   accepted.  

● Must    select   2   of   their   required   blocks   in   Term   1   and   2   blocks   in   Term   2.  
● Must    select   the   additional   required   block   during   the   “Amazing   Race   Canada”   Theme   and   can   be  

taken   at   any   time   (morning   or   afternoon).    
● Must    register   for   1   full   day   of   camps   (2   camps)   in   any   term.  
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Home   Education   Students  
 
Home   Education   students   will   self-register   using   Bookwhen.   They   will   have   exclusive   access   to   class  
registration   from    September   8   -   14.    Seats   in   every   class   have   been   reserved   for   Home   Education  
students   and   will   be   available   on   a   first-come,   first-serve   basis.  
 
Special   Circumstances  
 
Students   on   an   IPP   with   a   modified   attendance   requirement   will   be   permitted   to   register   for   the  
MORNING   ONLY   and   leave   after   the   morning   class.  
 
Additional   Classes   and   Activities  
 
After   September   14,   online   (bookwhen)   registration   will   be   open   for   all   families   wishing   to   register  
students   for   additional   classes   and   activities.   Registration   may   occur   in   any   term   and   theme,   so   long   as  
students   attend   for   the   whole   day   and   do   not   attend   both   Tuesday   and   Thursday   in   a   given   theme.  

Lunch   Supervision  
 
As   students   are   now   required   to   attend   for   the   entire   day   and   parents   are   not   allowed   to   be   on-site,   Phoenix   will  
provide   lunch   supervision.   The   fee   is   $30.00   per   block   and   $10   for   camp   (fee   is   $5   per   day).  
 
Students   must   bring   all   of   their   own   food,   including   snacks.   There   is   no   microwave   or   fridge   for   student   use.  
 
Students   in   grades   1   -   6   require   lunch   supervision.   Kindergarten   will   require   2   or   3   parent   volunteers   to   assist  
with   lunch   supervision.   Details   will   be   confirmed   during   the   first   weeks   of   Kindergarten   classes.  

Arrival   and   Departure  
 
There   are   now   4   entrances   to   the   school:   Front   Entrance,   Founders   Room,   Garden   Room   and   Kindergarten   Door.  
Each   class   cohort   will   have   a   designated   entrance   door,   drop-off,   and   pick-up   time.  
 
Students   will   have   a   designated   bin   at   their   door   to   store    outdoor   attire .   Backpacks   must   stay   with   the   student.  
There   is   no   cost   for   the   bin   rental.  
 
It   is   very   important   that   your   student   arrives   and   departs   on   time.   There   will   be   2   cohorts   arriving   and   exiting   at  
staggered   times   at   each   entrance.   Each   cohort   will   move   from   the   entrance   to   their   class   as   a   group.   Late  
students   may   not   join   the   wrong   cohort   or   have   access   to   their   bins.  
 
Students   that   are   late   must   come   to   the   Front   Door.  
 
Drop-Off   /   Pick   Up   Schedule:  
 

Class    Entrance   /   Exit   Door   Drop-Off   Time   Pick-up   Time  

Kindergarten   Kindergarten   (West   side)   8:45   -   9:00   am   3:00   -   3:15   pm  

Grade   1   Garden   Room   (South   side)   9:00   -   9:15   am   2:45   -   3:00   pm  
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Grade   2-3   Founders   Room   (North   side)   9:15   -   9:30   am   3:00   -   3:15   pm  

Grade   3-4   Garden   Room   (South   side)   9:15   -   9:30   am   3:00   -   3:15   pm  

Grade   5-6   Founders   Room   (North   side)    9:00   -   9:15   am   2:45   -   3:00   pm  

Grade   7   -   9   Front   Door   9:00   -   9:30   am   3:15   -   3:30pm  

 

Parking/Drop   Off   
 
Prior   to   September   14,   families   on-site   for   meetings   may   use   the   parking   lot   or   street   parking.   
 
Beginning   September   14,   parking   stalls   are   reserved   for   handicap   parking   and   parents   that   are   assisting   their  
students   in   class.   Parking   passes   will   be   issued   for   these   families.   The   rest   of   the   parking   lot   has   been  
rearranged   as   a   drop-off   zone.   Vehicles   will   enter   from   the   west   entrance   and   exit   behind   the   building.   Staff   will  
supervise   the   lot   during   drop-off   and   pick-up   times.  
 
Please   use   the   parking   lot   drop-off   for   students   that   use   the   Kindergarten   and   Garden   Room   Entrances.  
 
Street   parking   to   the   west   and   north   of   the   school   is   available   for   students   using   the   Front   Door   and   Founders  
Room   entrances   as   well   as   parents   that   need   to   visit   the   school.   
 
The   front   door   will   be   locked   once   classes   are   in   session.   Please   ring   the   doorbell   and   someone   will   assist   you.  
 
 

Health   Protocols  
 

Masks   and   PPE  

Masks   are   mandatory   for   all   staff,   parents,   volunteers,   visitors   and   students   in   grade   K   -   12.   Students   and   staff  
that   chose   to   wear   a   shield   must   also   wear   a   mask.   Anyone   that   requires   a   mask   and   arrives   without   one   will   not  
be   allowed   to   enter   the   building.  

Alberta   Education   has   committed   to   providing   a   limited   number   of   student   masks   to   the   school   which   we   will  
distribute   to   students.   Please   consider   sending   an   extra   mask   with   your   student.   We   have   additional   disposable  
masks   available   for   emergency   use   if   a   student   loses   or   breaks   their   mask.    

Masks   are   required   when:  

● Moving   through   common   areas   in   the   school,   including   entrances,   Learning   Commons,   travelling   to   and  
from   the   bathrooms  

● Anytime   that   2m   distance   cannot   be   maintained,   for   example;   group   work,   standing   close   to   a   student   to  
assist   or   ask   a   question  

Masks   are   not   required   when:  

● Staff   are   alone   in   their   offices  
● Students   are   seated   and   working   quietly   at   their   desks  
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Mask   Exemption  

● We   are   working   with   Alberta   Health   Services   to   formulate   mask   guidelines   for   students   and   staff   who   are  
unable   to   wear   masks   due   to   medical   conditions   or   other   needs.    

 

Staying   Clean   and   Healthy  
Respiratory   etiquette   will   follow   Alberta   Health   Services   guidelines,   including   encouraging   and   reminding  
students   to   cough   and   sneeze   into   their   elbows.  

Students   will   need   to   sanitize   their   hands   when:  

● They   enter   and   exit   the   building  
● They   enter   and   exit   a   classroom  

Students   need   to   wash   their   hands:  

● After   using   the   restroom  
● Before   and   after   eating  
● After   sneezing   and   coughing   into   their   hands  

Phoenix   will   provide   all   of   the   classroom   supplies   (crayons,   scissors,   glue,   etc)   needed   for   all   classes.   Please   do  
not   send   these   supplies   from   home.   Each   student   will   have   their   own   labelled   supply   bag   that   will   stay   at   the  
school   for   the   year.  

 

Self   Screening  
Everyone   that   enters   the   school   must   self   screen   before   they   leave   for   the   school.   The   self   screen   questionnaire  
is   attached.  

Anyone   that   is   sick   MUST   stay   home.  

 

Cleaning   and   more   
We   have   also:  

● Installed   hand   sanitizer   stations   at   all   doors   and   classrooms  
● Installed   plexi-glass   dividers   on   desks   in   most   classrooms  
● Installed   additional   sinks  
● Classroom   measures   include:   Assigned   seating,   facing   front,   Individual   supplies,   masks   when   needed  
● Met   with   Alberta   Health   Services   to   review   our   plan   and   classroom   layout   and   procedures  
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IF   THERE   IS   A   DISCIPLINE   PROBLEM  
 

The  instructor  will make  your  child  aware  of  the  problem  or  issue  and              
indicate  what  they  should  be  doing  differently.  They  will  be  given  one             
additional   warning.  

After  that,  as  you  the  parent  are  the  primary  and  on-going  educator  of              
your  child, your  assistance  will  be  required .  Your  child  may  be            
allowed   to   continue   to   participate   in   the   class   with   your   assistance.   

If  the  behavior  issue  continues,  you  will  be  asked  to remove  your  child              
from   the   class.   We   will   not   tolerate   rude,   disrespectful   or   unmanageable   behavior.  

If  there  is  a  persistent  problem,  your  Learning  Coach  or  the  Principal  will  help  implement                
strategies  to  help  correct  the  behavior.  Once  corrected,  your  child  may  attend  classes  again  at                
that   time   if   appropriate.  

In   the   Event   of   a   Fire   or   Emergency  
 
There  are  current  fire  extinguishers  located  throughout  the  building.  Most           
rooms  have  at  least  one.  Fire  drills  are  conducted  randomly  throughout  the             
year  regardless  of  weather.  We  generally  do  not  do  school-wide  drills,  but             
rather,  our  fire  procedure  is  reviewed  with  students  each  and  every  class,             
as  students  all  have  a  varied  schedule.  Your  children  know  they  are  to  stay               
with  their  instructor,  follow  the  instructor  out  to  the  muster  point  and  to  wait               
for   you   there.  
 
Parents:  If  you  are  asked  to  leave  the  building  in  the  event  of  a  fire  or  Emergency,  please  go                    
quickly  to  the  nearest  exit.  These  are  marked  on  placards  throughout  the  building.  Take  the                
children  who  are  in  your  direct  supervision  and  go  outside  to  the  muster  point.  We  will  meet  you                   
there.  
 
Muster  point:  Is  the  big  RED  Phoenix  sign.  We  will  ask  you  to  initial  the  class  list  to  release  the                     
student   under   our   supervision   into   your   care.  
 

Part   of   our   safety   plan   is   YOU!   If   you   see   a   hazard,   a   stranger   or   are   worried   about  
something,   please   come   and   tell   us!  

Need   a   Band-Aid?  

 

All  our  staff  have  their  First  Aid  certificate  ,so  they  can  help!  There  are  plenty  of  First  Aid  kits  in                     
the  building  –  at  the  front  desk,  in  the  kinder  room,  in  the  kitchen,  in  the  creation  studio,  in  the  gym                      
and  in  the  chopshop  area.  Plus,  instructors  have  a  small  kit  in  their  carts,  even  the  field  trip                   
backpack   has   one!   I   think   we   have   you   covered!  
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HOW   TO   REGISTER!  
 

1. After  you  have  gone  through  the  Guide  and  picked  out  the  classes  that  you  and                
your  child  are  interested  in,  you  need  to  go  online  to  register.  Our  online  system  can                 
be   found   at    https://bookwhen.com/calgary  

2. Please  fill  out  one  form  per  person,  filling  in  each  section!  Putting  multiple  names  in                
the  participant’s  field  will  cause  your  registration  to  be  returned.  Friday  at  2:00  PM               
is  the  cut-off  time  for  registrations  for  the  next  week. (This  is  when  we               
notify  instructors  whether  their  class  is  running  so  they  have  the  weekend             
to   prepare.   Please   be   considerate   and   get   your   registrations   in   on   time!)  

3. Be  sure  to  indicate  how  you  will  be  paying.  You  can  pay  by  credit  card,  debt,  cheque                  
or   cash.    (No   first-born   children!)  

4. You’re  done!  You  will  receive  a  reply  indicating  that  your  registration  has  been              
received.  Please  print  off  a  copy  for  your  records.  ( Please  note,  class  fees  are               
non-refundable  and  non-transferable!  This  is  because  we  have  already          
hired   the   instructor   –   see   point   #2.)  

5. Finally,  we  will  see  your  child  at  the  Center  for  the  various  classes  you  have  signed  up                  
for.  Please  be  a  few  minutes  early,  pack  their  lunch  and  enjoy  your  free  day!  If  they                  
can’t  make  it  to  a  class  please  let  us  know  as  a  lot  of  classes  have  waiting  lists.                   
(Please   note   the   changes   -   staggered   entry   and   pick   up.   Lunch   supervision   charged)  

6. You  have 48  hours  from  time  we  receive  your  registration  to  make  any  changes               
or  to  cancel  your  booking.  After  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not                
transferable.   You   may   switch   classes   but   a   $25.00   fee   will   apply.   

 

 

Check   out   our   SQUAWK   CAST!   
FIND   the   SQUAWK   at    www.phoenixfoundation.ca  
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